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Annex A: Executive Summary In Czech 
 
Cíl evaluace 

Hlavním cílem této evaluace bylo získat objektivně podložené informace využitelné při rozhodování MZV 

ČR ve spolupráci s ČRA o celkové perspektivě a další realizaci projektů v sektoru sociálních služeb, s 

přihlédnutím k Agendě udržitelného rozvoje 2030 a také Bilaterálnímu programu rozvojové spolupráce 

2018-2023 mezi ČR a Moldavskem. Evaluace se zaměřila na vyhodnocení efektivity a dopadů, ověření 

udržitelnosti a identifikaci hlavních ponaučení z již uzavřených projektů, zejména z hlediska relevance 

zvoleného postupu zacíleného na zvýšení přístupu ke kvalitním a cenově dostupným zdravotním a 

sociálním službám domácí péče pro seniory a osoby s postižením.   

Popis projektů a kontextu evaluace 

Evaluace byla zaměřena na dva projekty realizované Charitou ČR v Moldavsku v oblasti zdravotních a 

sociálních služeb domácí péče, realizované v letech 2017-2020 a 2019-2022. Tyto projekty navazovaly na 

předchozí intervence v oblasti podpory integrace zdravotních a sociálních služeb domácí péče, jež jsou 

Charitou ČR realizovány od roku 2007. Evaluace také vzala v potaz výsledky těchto předchozích projektů, 

jelikož udržitelnost byla jedním z klíčových témat zadání evaluace. Dva přímo hodnocené projekty cílily na 

vytvoření decentralizovaného a neinstitucionalizovaného systému domácí péče skrze centra domácí 

zdravotní a sociální péče, posilování kapacit poskytovatelů péče (neziskových organizací, příbuzných, 

dobrovolníků a multidisciplinárních týmů v centrech), tvorbou právního a regulačního rámce a posilování 

operativní a finanční udržitelnosti tohoto sektoru. V rámci projektů byla založena centra domácí péče ve 

městech Vulcanesti a Ocnita, centrum péče a zároveň školící středisko Estera v Kišiněvě, a dalším 8 

centrům z předchozích projektů bylo poskytnuto vybavení a školení. Péče je klientům poskytována zdarma.  

Evaluační tým  

Evaluace byla provedena týmem 4G eval s.r.o., nezávislé konzultační společnosti, komplexní skálu služeb 

v oblasti monitoringu a evaluací, vody a sanitace, životního prostředí, sociálního a ekonomického rozvoje a 

prevence a připravenosti na mimořádné situace. 

Nejdůležitější zjištění a závěry  

Evaluační kritérium Míra naplnění 

Relevance  Vysoká 

Koherence Vysoká 

Efektivita / Hospodárnost Vysoká 

Efektivnost / Účelnost Spíše vysoká 

Pravděpodobnost dopadu Spíše vysoká 

Udržitelnost Spíše nízká 

Průřezové 

principy  

Řádná správa věcí veřejných Vysoká 

Životní prostředí a klima Vysoká 

Lidská práva a gender Vysoká 

Vizibilita ZRS ČR Vysoká 

 

Relevance  

Intervence byly relevantní s ohledem na potřeby partnerské země a také vzhledem k obsahu 

Bilaterálního programu rozvojové spolupráce. Všichni dotázaní aktéři uznávají vysokou potřebnost 

sociální a zdravotní domácí péče o seniory, nicméně finanční zdroje jak na národní, tak lokální úrovni jsou 

naprosto nedostatečné.  Ve světle současné náročné ekonomické a politické situace, umocněné válkou na 

Ukrajině, je nereálné očekávat, že stát bude schopen tyto finanční zdroje v dohledné době navýšit.  Další 

dvě nová centra byla založena v odlehlých venkovských oblastech s ohledem na těžké podmínky k životu 

a velmi nízkou přístupnost zdravotně-sociálních služeb pro seniory. Služby poskytnuté v rámci projektů 
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pokryly širokou škálu potřeb seniorů a byly pro ně často jediným zdrojem pomoci. Intervence se soustředily 

na budování kapacit jak pracovníků center tak i organizací v sociálním sektoru, aby byla maximálně zvýšena 

jejich efektivita i přes omezené finanční zdroje. Pouze částečně se intervence zaměřily na problematiku 

nedostatečného rozpočtu místních samospráv a chybějících pravidel a povinností, jak místní rozpočty 

využívat pro sociální oblasti. Stejně tak pro samosprávy neexistují dostatečné instrukce ohledně plánování 

a správy rozpočtu nebo získání dalších (i externích) financí. Spolupráce mezi státními aktéry v oblasti 

sociálních služeb je taktéž nedostatečná.  

Relevance je vyhodnocena jako vysoká.   

Koherence  

Hodnocené intervence byly v souladu s prioritami sektoru inkluzivního sociálního rozvoje v Moldávii. Toho 

bylo dosaženo zejména dlouhodobou přítomností realizátora v zemi a také díky intenzivní spolupráci s 

aktéry na národní a lokální úrovni. Expertíza a podpora, která byla v rámci intervencí poskytnuta, a také 

aktivní účast realizátora v USCP vedly k dosažení výsledků relevantním pro sektor. Zároveň byly rozvinuty 

a posíleny znalosti a dovednosti pracovníků poskytovatelů služeb a také pracovníků veřejných institucí. 

Všechny prvky právního rámce, k jejichž vývoji intervence aktivně přispěly, byly příslušnými ministerstvy 

hodnoceny jako vysoce potřebné. Metodika tarifikace služeb domácí péče a také normativní rámec pro 

poskytovatele služeb a profese pečovatele byly vyzdviženy jako zejména užitečné. Dále byla také velmi 

oceněna školení, která byla poskytnuta za účelem podpory zavádění nových právních úprav.  Obecně, 

celková školící podpora, kterou intervence poskytovaly, byla vítána jak na národní, tak na místní úrovni. 

Díky aktivnímu prosazování nutných právních změn a vývoji pilotních Standardů pro integrované služby, 

které podporují koncept propojení zdravotních a sociálních služeb a obsahují konkrétní postupy, intervence 

se také pokusily řešit zásadní výzvy – fakt, že zdravotní a sociální služby spadají pod dvě různá ministerstva 

a jsou financována na různých rozpočtových úrovních, přičemž státní aktéři mezi sebou nedostatečně 

komunikují a málo spolupracují. Dlouhodobé zaměření realizátora na sektor domácí péče umožnilo 

hloubkové porozumění potřeb, stejně tak vedlo i k navázání dobrých pracovních vztahů s aktéry jak na 

státní úrovni, tak v neziskové sféře. Spolupráce s relevantními ministerstvy od samého počátku českých 

projektů v oblasti domácí péče posílala vnitřní koherence – umístění všech center byla konzultována na 

všech úrovních a obsah školení byl také schválen ministerstvy. Jasné podmínky zakládání center, závazky 

a finanční účast místních samospráv byly zajištěny v samém počátku – evaluační tým naproti tomu 

v Moldavsku identifikoval příklady jiných projektů v sociálním sektoru, kde toto nebylo zajištěno a centra pak 

byla uzavřena po odchodu donora. Další posilování a podpora členů USCP a také podpora plánované 

reformy státní správy může pomoci v řešení klíčových výzev. Koherence je hodnocena jako vysoká. 

Efektivita/hospodárnost  

Průběžné investice do vybavení center a pravidelná školení zaměstnanců silně přispěly k plnému využití 

center klienty a také obecně k rostoucí poptávce po těchto službách (všechna centra mají dlouhé čekací 

listiny klientů). Vybavení stejně jako znalosti a dovednosti zaměstnanců center jsou v kontextu Moldavska 

ojedinělé a jsou plně využívány, což bylo evidentní i během sběru dat v centrech.  Poskytované zdravotní 

služby často nejsou dostupné ve standardních zdravotnických zařízení v zemi. Počty klientů se zvyšují, a i 

nedávno založená centra vykazují čísla, která indikují že kvantitativní indikátory počtu klientů budou 

naplněny. S ohledem na omezený počet pracovníků je hybridní model fungování center (dopoledne služby 

v centru, odpoledne návštěvy v domácnostech) hodnocen jako efektivní. Realizátor i donor také rychle 

reagovali na náročné situace během projektů a flexibilně se přizpůsobili měnícímu se kontextu, bez 

zásadního negativního vlivu na plánované výsledky a výstupy. Efektivita/hospodárnost je hodnocena jako 

vysoká.  

Efektivita/ účelnost  

Projekty zásadně přispěly ke zvýšení kvality a dostupnosti integrovaných služeb domácí péče. Tyto 

služby jsou v Moldavsku poskytovány pouze neziskovým sektorem a jejich kvalita je také mnohem vyšší 

než péče poskytována státními zařízeními. Kvalita péče poskytované v rámci hodnocených intervencí 

byla dále podpořena hloubkovým počátečním školením zaměstnanců a pravidelnými návaznými 
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vzdělávacími aktivitami. Školení měla přímý vliv na znalosti a dovednosti zaměstnanců. Klíčovou přidanou 

hodnotou školení je zaměření na komunikaci s klienty, osobní a empatický přístup. Všechna pozitiva 

školení vnímána zaměstnanci se také přímo odrážela ve vysoce kladné zkušenosti klientů s poskytovanými 

službami. V případě venkovských oblastí je možné říci, že intervence vytvořily přístup k těmto službám. 

Počty klientů se zásadně zvýšily a poptávka po službách se zvyšuje jak v obcích či městech, kde byla centra 

založena, tak i mimo ně v sousedících oblastech. Potřeby ale stále nejsou plně pokryty z důvodů 

omezených kapacit center, sousedící oblasti nejsou pokryty vůbec. Tříměsíční cyklus poskytování služby 

sice rozšiřuje dostupnost služeb, ale zároveň znamená, že služby jsou časově omezeny, i když většina 

klientů potřebuje služby dlouhodobě. Pracovníci center tuto problematiku částečně řeší tak, že služby pro 

nejzranitelnější a nejpotřebnější klienty poskytují dlouhodobě i když s nižší frekvencí návštěv. Intervence 

jasně přispěla také k vývoji právního rámci pro služby domácí péče a veškeré výstupy jsou místními aktéry 

považovány za relevantní a užitečné. Výstupy jsou ale aplikovány různě, v některých případech nebyly 

dostupné informace o dalším využití výstupů také z důvodů fluktuace zaměstnanců, zejména na MLSP. 

Klíčové podpůrné faktory zahrnují dlouhodobé zaměření české rozvojové spolupráce na sektor domácí 

péče a hloubkovou znalost sektoru, kontextu a potřeb, a aktivní inkluzi všech místních aktérů (jak na národní 

tak na místní úrovni) při formulaci a plánování projektů, průběžné konzultace se všemi relevantními aktéry 

a vytváření dlouhodobých partnerství s relevantními institucemi.  

Klíčové překážky do velké míry není možné ovlivnit intervencí na této úrovni – je zapotřebí intervencí 

na vyšší úrovni, které by měly přímý vliv na celková ekonomický rozvoj země a produkci dostatečných 

zdrojů, alokovaných do zdravotnického a sociálního sektoru, včetně navyšování kapacit zaměstnanců 

státních institucí. Efektivita/účelnost je hodnocena jako spíše vysoká.  

Pravděpodobný dopad 

Zvýšení povědomí moldavských institucí o nutnosti a relevanci modelu integrovaných služeb domácí péče 

je hlavní identifikovaný dopad intervencí. Jsou četné faktory, které není možné efektivně řešit na této 

intervenční úrovni, které zabraňují dalším systémovým změnám. Některé z vytvořených dokumentů 

právního rámce jsou sice používány státními institucemi, ale zatím se to neprojevuje příliš v terénu. Byla 

ale vybudována značná expertíza místních aktérů, která může dále podporovat uvedení legislativních změn 

do praxe a také představuje dobrý základ pro sdílení informací a přenos zkušeností v rámci země.  

Dopad je hodnocen jako spíše vysoký.   

Udržitelnost  

Není možné plně vyhodnotit udržitelnost center založených v posledním projektu, kde v době sběru dat 

předání místním orgánům ještě neproběhlo. Navštívená centra, která byla založena v předchozích 

projektech, jsou všechna funkční ale silně závislá na AOHC, která poskytuje většinu zdravotnického a 

hygienického vybavení a také poskytuje příplatky ke stávajícím platům zaměstnanců center, za využití 

dalších finančních zdrojů mimo ZRS ČR. Dominantní role ředitelky AOHC je velmi zřejmá. Pokud podpora 

AOHC ustane, centra nebudou moc dále poskytovat služby na stejné úrovni nebo vůbec. Jejich kapacity 

generovat další zdroje finance jsou velmi nízké. Celkový nedostatek finančních zdrojů místních veřejných 

orgánů v lokalitách center jsou zásadní výzva, ale i tak jsou tyto orgány schopny dodržet svoje smluvní 

závazky a všechny nadále hradí platy zaměstnanců center a provozní náklady. Intervence se významně 

soustředily na udržitelnost – místní samosprávy, které projevily zájem o spolupráci, byly vybrány na základě 

jasných a komplexních kritérií a zároveň byly ve smlouvách jasně ustanoveny budoucí zodpovědnosti 

samospráv po předání center.  

Udržitelnost je hodnocena jako spíše nízká. AOHC hraje silnou roli v pokračování aktivit center a místní 

veřejné orgány jsou pouze částečně schopny zajistit funkčnost center. I přesto je i tento fakt možné 

považovat za úspěch s ohledem na jejich značně omezené finanční možnosti.  

Vizibilita a průřezové principy  

Požadavky vizibility byly během aktivit intervencí plněny, klíčoví aktéři taktéž znali zdroj finance. Vizibilita je 

hodnocena jako vysoká. 
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Evaluace neidentifikovala žádný negativní environmentální dopad intervencí. Principy řádné správy 

veřejných věcí byly pro realizátora zásadní – všichni klíčoví aktéři byli zahrnuti do konzultací a podíleli se 

na všech relevantních rozhodnutích, včetně formulace a plánování. Procesy tvorby legislativních dokumentů 

byly založeny na konzultacích a reflektovaly priority a potřeby všech zainteresovaných stran. Genderová 

rovnost zde není relevantní – centra jsou přístupná všem, ale obecně jejich služby častěji vyhledávají ženy, 

což je trend, který potvrzují i národní statistická data. Práva a potřeby zranitelných klientů jsou reflektovány 

v nejvyšší možné míře s přihlédnutím na omezené kapacity center a vysokou poptávku po jejich službách. 

Dodržování průřezových principů je hodnoceno jako vysoké zejména s ohledem na principy řádné 

správy věcí veřejných.  

 

Doporučení  
Doporučení Adresát Stupeň 

závažnosti 

Doporučení k zaměření intervencí a dalšího pokračování  

Dále podporovat sektor služeb domácí péče v Moldavsku, včetně podpory systémové 
reformy. Česká republika má nyní dlouhodobou zkušenost a znalost kontextu, témat a výzev, 
a zároveň i dobře vybudovanou pozici a vztahy s klíčovými aktéry.  

MZV CZ, 
CzDA 

1 

Zaměřit se na další posilování schopností AOHC ve fundraisingu a také zvážit, jak mohou 
tyto schopnosti být posíleny i na úrovni center. Externí mentoring, ideálně nezávislý na 
AOHC, by mohl být řešením. I když ne všechna centra mají vhodné zaměstnance, kteří by se 
fundraisingu mohli věnovat, existují centra, kde vedoucí pracovníci (Balti, Taul) aktivně hledají 
další finance, ale jsou nyní v tomto ohledu silně závislí na expertíze AOHC. Centrum ve 
Vulcanesti, kde administrátor má relevantní vzdělání a potenciál se dále profesně rozvíjet, by 
mohlo být dalším příkladem. Je důležité uvědomit si, že fundraising nemůže být přidán k 
zodpovědnostem pečovatelů.  

CzDA 1 

Zvážit možné rozšíření stávajících center a přidání mobilních týmů, které by mohly pokrýt 
sousední komunity s nejvyšší mírou potřebnosti. Je možné, že sousední samosprávy 
budou ochotné se podílet na financování těchto týmů – evaluace ale toto dále nezjišťovala. 
Rozšíření center by mohlo vest nejen k vytvoření přístupu k těmto službám v potřebných 
rurálních komunitách, ale z dlouhodobého hlediska by mohlo podpořit šance kontrahování 
zdravotních služeb těchto center Národní zdravotní pojišťovnou.  

CzDA 2 

Zvážit možnosti intervencí, které by vedly k vyváření finančních zdrojů v 
obcích/okresech, kde jsou umístěna centra.  Vytváření například sociálních podníků nebo 
podpora místních podniků by mohla být způsob, jak alespoň částečně financovat centra a 
zároveň vytvořit pracovní příležitosti v dané lokalitě.  

CzDA 1 

Zpoplatnění (částečné, plné) služeb není vhodné. Klienti mají potíže s hrazením nákladů na 
léky, které potřebují a nebyli by schopni přispět na náklady těchto služeb. V reálu by zpoplatnění 
vedlo k zabránění přístupu ke službám pro nejpotřebnější a nejzranitelnější klienty a k vytvoření 
systému, kde pouze klienti s lepším socio-ekonomickým statutem by těchto služeb využívali – 
a to popírá ideu zvýšení dostupnosti služeb.  

CzDA 1 

Doporučení procesního charakteru   

Aktivně podporovat a motivovat AOHC k internímu delegování zodpovědností na další 
zaměstnance. Přílišné spoléhání center na ředitelku AOHC a možná také způsob vnitřního 
managementu AOHC, kde jedna osoba silně dominuje situace, může být do budoucna 
ohrožením udržitelnosti AOHC a realizovaných intervencí.   

Realizátor 1 
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Annex B: Acronyms and Abbreviations 
 
AO 
AOHC 

Asociația Obștească 
Association Homecare  

CCR Caritas Czech Republic 
CES 
CMF 

Czech Evaluation Society  
Clients and their family members 

CMS Social and medical homecare centres 
CMSE CMS employee 
CMSV CMS volunteer 
CR Czech Republic 
CS Case study 
CTP Theoretical Practical Care Centre 
CzDA Czech Development Agency  
CzDC Czech Development Cooperation 
Donors Donors, LPAs, organizations funding similar projects 
EASPAD European Association of Service Providers for Persons with Disabilities 
EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
Embassy Embassy of the Czech Republic in Chisinau 
ERG Expert Reference Group 
EUD Eastern Europe Department of the MFA 
Expert Independent experts 
FAO 
FGD 

Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations 
Focus group discussion 

GD Group discussion  
GIZ German Development Agency  
IDEAS International Development Evaluation Association 
Implementor Implementor of evaluated projects 
INESAN Institute for Evaluations and Social Analyses 
KII Key informant interview  
KSM Key stakeholder meeting 
LPA Local public authority 
M&E Monitoring and evaluation 
MER Ministry of Education and Research 
MFA Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic 
MLSP Ministry of Labour and Social Protection 
MOH Ministry of Health 
MPSV Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs of the Czech Republic  
MZ Ministry of Health of the Czech Republic 
NCASSP National Council for Accreditation of Social Service Providers 
NGO Non-governmental organization 
NMIC National Medical Insurance Company 
NSAA National Social Assistance Agency  
OECD-DAC Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development - Development Assistance 

Committee  
ORS Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Assistance Department of the MFA  
Review Review of secondary data 
SA Social assistant 
SW Social worker 
TOR Terms of Reference 
UCSP Union of Community Service Providers 
UNDP United Nations Development Programme 
UNICEF United Nations Children’s Fund 
WHO World Health Organization 
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Annex C: Revised Intervention Logic 
 

Overall objective 

 

 

 

Specific objectives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results 

 

 

 

 

To contribute to the development of homecare sector in Moldova 

• The accessibility of homecare services increased by 2024 by 10%. 

 

1. Accessibility of homecare services 
in Republic of Moldova is increased. 

• At least 2 more selected districts 
are covered with socio-medical 
(integrated) homecare services 
sustained from the local budget by 
the end of the project. 

 

2. Quality of homecare services in 
Republic of Moldova is increased. 

• The physical resources of the 8 
existing centres have been 
strengthened. 

• At least 10 trained staff and 40 
volunteers identify three specific 
changes or improvements 
applied in their daily work as a 
result of project trainings.   

 

 

 3. Necessary legal and regulatory framework allowing the extension of the socio-
medical (integrated) home care group of clients and geographical coverage is under 
review by relevant institutions.  

• The draft of the normative framework for the organization and functioning of the new home 
care profession is developed and submitted to MHLSP for approval by the end of the 
project. 

• The methodology of calculation of the tariff for social homecare services is submitted to 
MHLSP for approval by the end of the project. 

• The draft of the law regarding the social protection of elderly people is developed in 
cooperation with UCSP lobby group by MHLSP by the end of the project. 

• The contracting criteria of medical homecare services are developed and submitted to 
MHLSP for approval by the end of the project. 

 

2100 beneficiaries have 

access to home care 

services in two new 

centres 
• 2 new home care centres 

established and 

operational by the end of 

the project  

• At least 2.100 

beneficiaries from 2 
districts received 

qualitative integrated 

home care services by the 

end of the project 

 

Improved professional 

competences of staff 

and volunteers in 8 

other localities  

• At least 10 staff of the 

existing centres gained 

relevant and applicable 

new knowledge and skills 
in homecare 

• At least 40 volunteers 

gained relevant and 

applicable new 

knowledge and skills in 

homecare 

 

UCSP NGOs have improved 

their profesional and 

management skills and 

strengthened accessibility of 

their services 

• UCSP NGOs provide at least one 

new type of services by the end of 
the project 

• At least 30% of UCSP NGOs 

trained and using their knowledge 

in the service provision. 

• At least 4 UCSP NGOs have 

extended the geographic area of 

service provision to at least one 

locality (town, city) 

  

 

Normative 

framework for the 

organization and 

functioning of the 

new home care 

profession is under 

review by MHLSP 
 

• Draft of the normative 

framework for the 
organization and 

functioning of the new 

home care profession 
submitted to the 

MHLSP by the end of 
the project. 

New legislative tools 

supporting integration of 

home care services into 

the national framework 

for health and social care 

are under review by 

MHLSP. 
 

• Draft methodology of 

calculation of the tariff for 
social homecare services 

submitted to the MHLSP 

by the end of project. 

• Draft of the law for the 

social protection of 
elderly people submitted 

to the MHLSP by the end 
of the project. 

The criteria of 

contracting the medical 

homecare services by 

National Medical 

Insurance Company 

(NMIC) are under 

review by NMIC and 

MHLSP. 
 

• Draft of the criteria for 

contracting the medical 

homecare services 

submitted to the MHLSP 
and NMIC by the end of 
the project. 
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Annex D: Evaluation matrix 

 

Support to the social sector in Moldova 

Q SQ Question/sub-question Indicator Baseline Type Design  Data source(s) 
Data 

collection 
instrument 

1. Relevance 

 

1.1. To what extent were the proposed and achieved outputs of the Projects relevant from the perspective of the partner country needs, local 
conditions and capacities of the country in the sector of inclusive social development and from the perspective of the Bilateral Development 
Cooperation Programme of the CR and Moldova? 

  

1.1-1 To what extent have the two 
projects fulfilled your expectations? 

90% of the respondents answer 
fully or to large extent (scale: 
fully, to large extent, to some 
extent, rather not) 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

MPSV, MZ, MZV,CZDA, MLSP, 
MOH, Embassy 
Implementers, 
  

KII, GD 

  

1.1-2 What needs/gaps within the social 
and health sector, primarily focusing on 
home care services were addressed by 
the projects? 

List of needs/gaps NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

LPAs, USCP, Implementers, 
MLSP, MOH, secondary, 
Embassy,  

 KII, GD, 
Review 

  

1.1-3 What gaps/needs remain 
unaddressed? 

List of needs/gaps NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

LPAs, USCP, Implementers, 
MLSP, MOH, Embassy 

KII, GD 

2. Coherence 

 

2.1. What aspects (achievement of goals, aims, outputs, activities etc.) did or did not contribute to the coherence within the sector of inclusive 
social development in Moldova? 

  

2.1-1 To what extent were the project 
activities in line with the priorities of the 
sector of inclusive social development in 
Moldova? 

Degree of alignment with 
priorities and goals of Ministry 
of Health and Ministry of 
Labour and Social Protection   

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one-shot 

MOH, MLSP, secondary, CZDA, 
Embassy 

KII, review 

  

2.1-2 Which aspects of the project were 
particularly valuable to the priorities of 
the sector? 

List of aspects NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

MOH, MLSP, Implementers, 
Embassy 

KII, GD, 
Review 

  

2.1-3 Which aspects presented lesser or 
no value to the national priorities? 

List of aspects NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

MOH, MLSP, Implementers, 
Embassy 

KII, GD, 
Review 

  

2.1-4 What was the added value of the 
soft components implemented in addition 
to establishing/equipping the centers? 

Concrete examples  NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

MOH, MLSP, Implementers KII, GD, 
Review 

 
2.2. Are there any replicable examples of good practices within the evaluated projects or in their cooperation with external stakeholders? 
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2.2-1 Which methods/approaches/tools 
worked particularly well in the two 
projects or in the cooperation with 
external stakeholders? 

Concrete examples NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

 Implementers, MOH, MLSP, 
CzDA, Embassy 

KII, GD 

  

2.2-2 How could these be transferred 
and used in another context? 

Concrete examples NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

 Implementers, MOH, MLSP, 
CzDA,  Embassy 

KII, GD 

3. Efficiency 

 
3.1. To what extent were the projects efficient (in terms of value for money)? 

  

3.1-1 Was the cost of equipment 
procured at or below the market value? 

The lowest quotation has been 
selected during procurement. 

NO Normative Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary Review 

  

3.1-2 How have the investments in 
establishing and equipping the centers 
influenced the accessibility of services 
provided? 

 At least 2100 additional 
serviced clients in the three 
new/rehabilitated centers 

YES Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary, Implementers, 
Centres, 

KII, GD, 
Review 

  

3.1-3 How have the projects been 
monitored? 

Significant changes in the 
expected outputs were 
considered in the annual 
modifications of the project 
plans 

YES Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary, Implementers, CZDA, 
Embassy 

KII 

  

3.1-4 Have the activities been 
implemented and outputs generated as 
planned? 

All outputs generated in the 
required quality and quantity in 
consistency with annual project 
plans 

YES Normative Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary, implementers Review, KII 

4. Effectiveness 

 
4.1. To what extent were the project objectives achieved? 

  

4.1-1 To what extent has the quality of 
home care services increased? 

90% of the interviewed centers’ 
staff members and volunteers 
state three specific examples of 
improved work practices thanks 
to the project trainings                                                      

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Centres KII, GD, 
FGD 

  

   90% of interviewed USCP 
NGOs state three specific 
examples of improved 
organisational and 
management skills 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

USCP KII, GD, 
FGD 

  

  Feedback from the clients and 
their families on the quality of 
services received 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

 beneficiaries CS 
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4.1-2 To what extent has the accessibility 
of home care services increased?  

USCP NGOs provide at least 
one new type of services by the 
end of the project.                                                                  

YES Normative Quasi-
experimental, 
before and 
after 

Centres,  USCP, secondary, 
Implementers    

KII, GD, 
FGD, 
review 

  

   At least 4 USCP NGOs have 
extended the geographic area 
of service provision to at least 
one locality (town, city) by the 
end of the project. 

YES Normative Quasi-
experimental, 
before and 
after 

 USCP, secondary, Implementers    KII, GD, 
FGD, 
review 

  

  Feedback from the clients and 
their families on the overall 
accessibility of services.  

NO Descriptive Quasi-
experimental, 
before and 
after 

beneficiaries, CS 

  

4.1-3 To what extent are legislative 
documents submitted to Moldovan 
authorities considered useful and 
relevant? 

Relevant authorities ( NMIC, 
MLSP, MOH) use the 
documents as basis for drafting 
amendments to existing or new 
legislation  

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

USCP, NMIC, MLSP, MOH, 
Implementers 

KII, GD 

 
4.2. What were the major factors influencing the achievement or non-achievement of outcomes? How were possible impediments overcome? 

  

4.2-1 Which factors helped to achieve 
objectives of the project and how? 
(Explanations what helped most to 
achieve these changes (trainings, 
resources, dialogue, others within / 
beyond the project)) 

List of factors supporting 
accessibility.                                          

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

 Implementers, secondary KII, 
Review, 
GD 

  

  List of factors supporting 
quality.      

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Implementers, secondary KII, 
Review, 
GD 

  

   List of factors supporting the 
application of legal and 
regulatory framework 
(developing home care 
profession, methodology for 
tariff calculation, social 
protection of the elderly, 
contracting criteria for medical 
home care services) 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

USCP, Implementers, secondary KII, 
Review, 
GD 

  

4.2-2 What were the major factors 
obstructing/hindering achievement of 
objectives? 

List of factors hindering 
accessibility.                                         

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

 Implementers, secondary Review, 
KII, GD 

  

   List of factors hindering quality.      NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

 Implementers, secondary Review, 
KII, GD 
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   List of factors hindering the 
application of legal and 
regulatory framework 
(developing home care 
profession, methodology for 
tariff calculation, social 
protection of the elderly, 
contracting criteria for medical 
home care services) 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

 USCP, Implementers, secondary Review, 
KII, GD 

  

4.2-3 How did the project overcome 
these impediments (as far as it was 
possible)? 

Plan for mitigation of risks NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

USCP, Implementers, secondary Review, 
KII, GD 

5. Likely impact 

 
5.1. How did the project contribute/is likely to contribute to creating a system of quality, affordable and sustainable social services in Moldova? 

  

5.1-1 Which legislative changes were 
implemented or initiated with contribution 
of the project? 

List of changes YES Cause and 
effect 

Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Implementers, MOH, MLSP, 
USCP, NMIC,  

Review, 
KII, GD 

  

5.1-2 How have these changes 
influenced the work of home care 
providers so far? 

Examples of concrete 
positive/negative influence  

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Centres, USCP, NMIC KII, GD 

  

5.1-3 To what extent are the services 
more affordable now? 

Comparison of service prices 
and level of their coverage by 
insurance before and after the 
project 

YES Normative Quasi-
experimental, 
before and 
after 

 secondary, USCP, Implementers, 
NMIC 

Review 

  

5.1-4 What other changes were further 
brought about on the legal and regulatory 
framework? 

List of changes NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Implementers,  USCP, NMIC, 
MLSP, MOH 

KII, GD 

6. Sustainability 

 

6.1. What is the sustainability of establishing centres of home care after their take-over by the local municipalities (in terms of ownership, 
financing, management, continuous training of the staff, fluctuation of staff, interest of the municipalities, role of the Home Care Association, 
cooperation with other stakeholders etc.)? 

  

6.1-1 Which center services tend to 
continue functioning with no major 
difficulties after they are taken over by 
the municipalities? 

List of aspects NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

 
Centres, beneficiaries, 
Implementers, LPAs, 

KII, GD, CS 

  

6.1-2 What are the key challenges in 
continuing full functionality of the centers 
and how are these being solved? 

Concrete examples of 
challenges and solutions or 
lack thereof 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

 
Centres, beneficiaries, 
Implementers, LPAs 

KII, GD, CS 

  

6.1-3 How was the exit strategy reflected 
in the project formulation? 

Presence of exit strategy in the 
project documentation 

YES Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary Review 
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6.1-4 To what extent were national and 
local authorities involved in the project 
formulation? 

Evidence of consultations with 
relevant stakeholders at key 
formulation moments 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Implementers, LPAs, MLSP, 
MOH, secondary 

KII, GD, 
review 

  

6.1-5 How many of the trained staff 
remain in their position? 

Percentage of originally trained 
staff who remain in the position 
at time of evaluation 

YES Normative Quasi-
experimental, 
before and 
after 

Secondary, Centres KII, GD,  
review 

  

6.1-6 To what extent do the tariffs cover 
the full cost of the services (investment 
(depreciations), operation, 
maintenance)? 

Percentage of costs covered by 
the tariffs 

YES Normative Quasi-
experimental, 
before and 
after 

Secondary, Centres, LPAs, NMIC Review, 
KII, GD 

  

6.1-7 Do the Municipalities have 
sufficient budgets to cover the difference 
between the cost and payments by 
insurances? If not, how is the deficit 
covered? 

Percentage of the tariff 
uncovered costs covered by 
municipalities     

YES Normative Quasi-
experimental, 
before and 
after 

Secondary, Centres, LPAs Review, 
KII, GD 

 

6.2. What is sustainability of enhanced services/resources of the centers supported through the project after the project end (in terms of 
financing, management, resource management and maintenance, staff, cooperation with other stakeholders, role of the HomeCare association 
etc.)? 

  

6.2-1 Which aspects of the services 
enhanced by the project tend to continue 
functioning with no major difficulties after 
the project ends? 

List of aspects NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

 
Centres, beneficiaries, 
Implementers, LPAs, 

KII, GD, CS 

  

6.2-2 What are the key challenges in 
continuing extent of these services and 
how are these being solved? 

List of challenges NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

 
Centres, beneficiaries, 
Implementers, LPAs, 

KII, GD, CS 

  

6.2-3 How many of the trained staff 
remain in their position? 

Percentage of originally trained 
staff who remain in the position 
at time of evaluation 

YES Normative Quasi-
experimental, 
before and 
after 

Secondary, Centres KII, GD,  
review 

 

6.3. What are the key lessons learned with regards to sustainability of established and/or supported centers? 

  

6.3-1 Which good practices related to 
maximizing future sustainability were 
identified? 

List of practices NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary, Implementers, 
Centres, USCP, CZDA, LPAs, 
Embassy 

KII, GD, 
review 

  

6.3-2 What were the key 
challenges/issues that led to lack of 
sustainability? 

List of challenges NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary, Implementers, 
Centres, USCP, CZDA, LPAs, 
Embassy 

KII, GD, 
review 
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6.3-3 3 On what parts of these projects 
should the follow-up projects primarily 
focus, in terms of sustainable system 
changes? 

Aspects identified as suitable 
for 
replication/extension/deepening 
by key stakeholders 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary, Implementers, 
Centres, USCP, CZDA, LPAs, 
Embassy 

KII, GD, 
Review 

7. Crosscutting principles 

 
7.1. What are the negative impacts on the environment in the centers’ locations? (social, waste management, water, sanitation….) 

  

7.1-1 How were the negative impacts, if 
any, mitigated? 

Description NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary, Implementers, 
Centres,  LPAs  

KII, GD,  
review 

 
7.2. To what extent have the principles of good governance been reflected in the projects? 

  

7.2-1 To what extent were key 
stakeholders meaningfully involved in the 
project formulation and implementation? 

Evidence of consultations with 
relevant stakeholders at key 
formulation and implementation 
moments.                                             
Evidence how stakeholders 
views were considered.  

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary, Implementers, LPAs, 
MOH, MLSP, USCP 

KII, GD,  
review 

  

7.2-2 To what extent are civil society 
organizations and other stakeholders 
able to monitor and communicate with 
governmental stakeholders about the 
delivery of governmental services in the 
home-care sector? 

Evidence of communication 
between civil society 
organizations and 
governmental stakeholders 
Evidence how view of non-
governmental stakeholders 
were considered 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary, Implementers, LPAs, 
MOH, MLSP, USCP, Embassy 

KII, GD,  
review 

  

7.2-3 To what extent are the legislative 
changes enacted? 

Evidence of project contribution 
to developing/enacting 
regulations that comply with 
internationally accepted 
standards 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary, Implementers, LPAs, 
MOH, MLSP, USCP, Embassy 

KII, GD,  
review 

 
7.3. How was the crosscutting principle of human rights and gender equality reflected? 

  

7.3-1 How were the needs and rights of 
the most disadvantaged and vulnerable 
clients of the centers reflected in the 
design and implementation? 

 Services are equally 
accessible to the most 
disadvantaged and vulnerable 
clients (Old persons living 
alone, people with disabilities, 
persons from households with 
income below poverty 
level……..) 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Implementers, KII, GD, 
Review 
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7.3-2 How was gender equality ensured 
in the design and implementation? 

Presence of gender analysis, 
gender-sensitive indicators and 
existence of sex-disaggregated 
data and integration of all of 
them in project implementation 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary Review 

8. Visibility 

 
8.1. Were the visibility CZDA requirements fulfilled? 

  

8.1-1 To what extent were the 
Methodical instruction of the Czech 
Development Agency to the external 
presentation of the Czech Republic's 
foreign development cooperation 
followed? 

Requirements followed by all 
stakeholders        Budgetary 
allocation for visibility 

NO Descriptive Non-
experimental, 
one shot 

Secondary Review 
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Annex E: Interviews and Discussions 
 

Date Time Organisation/Entity Form of communication 

9.6. 10.00 – 11.30 Reference Group In person meeting 

30.6 15.00 -15.30 MPSV Telephone 

4.7.  10.00 – 11.30 Caritas Czech Republic in Moldova/ 
A.O. Pro-development 

Online meeting 

21.7.  10.00 -10.45 CzDA Online meeting 

1.8. 9.00 – 11.00 Caritas Czech Republic in Moldova/ 
A.O. Pro-development 

In-person meeting 

1.8. 13.00 – 14.30 AO "Homecare" In-person meeting 

1.8. 14.30 – 15.30 AO „Homecare “staff Group discussion 

2.8. 9.30 – 10.30 Ministry of Health In-person meeting 

2.8. 10.45 – 11.45 Ministry of Labour and Social 
Protection (MLSP) 

In-person meeting 

2.8. 13.00 – 14.00 Soros Foundation Moldova In-person meeting 

2.8. 15.00 – 16.00 Embassy of the Czech Republic in 
Moldova 

In-person meeting 

2.8. 17.00 – 18.00 USCP Online meeting 

3.8. 10.00 – 11.00 National Health Insurance Company 
(NHIC) 

In-person meeting 

3.8. 14.00 – 15.00 Keystone Human Services 
International Moldova Association 

In-person meeting 

3.8. 15.30 – 16-30 National Council for Accreditation of 
Social Service Providers (NCASSP) 

In-person meeting 

4.8. 10.30 – 12.00 Health centre Razeni (staff) Group discussion 

4.8.  13.00 – 15.00 Clients of services - Razeni Two in-person meeting 

5.8.  11.00 – 12.00  Rayon Administration Comrat – Dpt 
of social protection 

In-person meeting 

5.8. 13.00 – 15.30 MSC “St Anna” centre Vulcanesti – 
administration and staff 

In person meeting, Group 
discussion 

5.8. 15.30 – 17.00 Clients of services – MSC St Anna In person meeting 

8.8. 11.00 – 12.00 Institute of Primary Medicine, Ocnita In person meeting 

8.8. 14.00 -16.00 MSC “St. Agata”, Ocnita – 
administration and staff 

In-person meeting, Group 
discussion 

8.8. 16.30 – 17.30 Clients of services – St.Agata Two in-person meetings 

9.8. 9.00 – 10.00 Department of Social Protection, 
Municipality of Balti 

In-person meeting 

9.8. 10.30 – 14.30 MSC St Rebecca – centre director, 
staff, volunteers 

In-person meeting, two group 
discussions 

9.8. 15.00 – 16.00 Clients of  services - St Rebecca Two in person meetings 

10.8. 10.30 – 11.30 Taul Municipal office In-person meeting 

10.8. 12.00 – 15.00 MSC St Iuliana – centre administrator 
and staff 

In-person meeting, Group 
discussion 

10.8. 15.00 – 16.00 Clients of services - St Iuliana Two in person meetings 

11.8. 10.00 – 11.00 Stefan Voda  - Institute of Primary 
Medicine  

In-person meeting 

11.8. 11.00 – 14.00 MSC Maria Magdalena (staff) Two in-person meetings 

11.8. 13.30 – 15.00 Clients of services – MSC Maria 
Magdalena 

 

12.8. 09.00  - 11.30 Ministry of Labour and Social 
Protection (MLSP) 

In person meeting 

12.8. 14.00 – 16.00 Key stakeholders (implementers, 
USCP, external expert) 

Evaluation workshop 
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Annex F: Key interview outlines 
 

 
Staff and managers in centres 

 

3. Efficiency 

3.1. To what extent were the projects efficient (in terms of value for money)? 

3.1-2 How have the investments in establishing and equipping the centers influenced the accessibility of services provided? 

4. Effectiveness 

4.1. To what extent were the project objectives achieved? 

4.1-1 To what extent has the quality of home care services increased? 

4.1-2 To what extent has the accessibility of home care services increased?  

5. Likely impact 

5.1. How did the project contribute/is likely to contribute to creating a system of quality, affordable and sustainable social services in 
Moldova? 

5.1-2 How have these changes influenced the work of home care providers so far?  

6. Sustainability 

6.1. What is the sustainability of establishing centres of home care after their take-over by the local municipalities (in terms of ownership, 
financing, management, continuous training of the staff, fluctuation of staff, interest of the municipalities, role of the Home Care 

Association, cooperation with other stakeholders etc.)? 
6.2. What is sustainability of enhanced services/resources of the centers supported through the project after the project end (in terms of 

financing, management, resource management and maintenance, staff, cooperation with other stakeholders, role of the HomeCare 
association etc.)? 

6.1-1  Which center services tend to continue functioning with no major difficulties after they are taken over by the municipalities? 

6.1-2  What are the key challenges in continuing full functionality of the centers and how are these being solved? 

6.1-5 How many of the trained staff remain in their position? 

6.1-6 To what extent do the tariffs cover the full cost of the services (investment (depreciations), operation, maintenance)? 

6.1-7 Do the Municipalities have sufficient budgets to cover the difference between the cost and payments by insurances? If not, how is 
the deficit covered? 

6.3. What are the key lessons learned with regards to sustainability of established and/or supported centers? 

6.3-1 Which good practices related to maximizing future sustainability were identified? 

6.3-2 What were the key challenges/issues that led to lack of sustainability? 

6.3-3 3 On what parts of these projects should the follow-up projects primarily focus, in terms of sustainable system changes? 

7. Crosscutting principles 

7.1. What are the negative impacts on the environment in the centers’ locations? (social, waste management, water, sanitation….) 

7.1-1 How were the negative impacts, if any, mitigated? 

 

 
Local public authorities 
 

1. Relevance 
1.1. To what extent were the proposed and achieved outputs of the Projects relevant from the perspective of the partner country needs, 

local conditions and capacities of the country in the sector of inclusive social development and from the perspective of the Bilateral 
Development Cooperation Programme of the CR and Moldova? 

1.1-2 What needs/gaps within the social and health sector, primarily focusing on home care services were addressed by the projects? 

1.1-3 What gaps/needs remain unaddressed? 

6. Sustainability 

6.1. What is the sustainability of establishing centres of home care after their take-over by the local municipalities (in terms of ownership, 
financing, management, continuous training of the staff, fluctuation of staff, interest of the municipalities, role of the Home Care 

Association, cooperation with other stakeholders etc.)? 

6.1-1  Which center services tend to continue functioning with no major difficulties after they are taken over by the municipalities? 

6.1-2  What are the key challenges in continuing full functionality of the centers and how are these being solved? 

6.1-4 To what extent were national and local authorities involved in the project formulation? 

6.1-7 Do the Municipalities have sufficient budgets to cover the difference between the cost and payments by insurances? If not, how is 
the deficit covered? 

6.2. What is sustainability of enhanced services/resources of the centers supported through the project after the project end (in terms of 
financing, management, resource management and maintenance, staff, cooperation with other stakeholders, role of the HomeCare 

association etc.)? 

6.2-1 Which aspects of the services enhanced by the project tend to continue functioning with no major difficulties after the project ends? 

6.2-2  What are the key challenges in continuing extent of these services and how are these being solved? 

6.3. What are the key lessons learned with regards to sustainability of established and/or supported centers? 
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6.3-1 Which good practices related to maximizing future sustainability were identified? 

6.3-2 What were the key challenges/issues that led to lack of sustainability? 

6.3-3 3 On what parts of these projects should the follow-up projects primarily focus, in terms of sustainable system changes? 

7. Crosscutting principles 

7.1. What are the negative impacts on the environment in the centers’ locations? (social, waste management, water, sanitation….) 

7.1-1 How were the negative impacts, if any, mitigated? 

7.2. To what extent have the principles of good governance been reflected in the projects? 

7.2-1 To what extent were key stakeholders meaningfully involved in the project formulation and implementation? 

 

 
National level stakeholders 

 
1. Relevance 

1.1. To what extent were the proposed and achieved outputs of the Projects relevant from the perspective of the partner country needs, 
local conditions and capacities of the country in the sector of inclusive social development and from the perspective of the Bilateral 

Development Cooperation Programme of the CR and Moldova? 

1.1-1 To what extent have the two projects fulfilled your expectations? 

1.1-2 What needs/gaps within the social and health sector, primarily focusing on home care services were addressed by the projects? 

1.1-3 What gaps/needs remain unaddressed? 

2. Coherence 

2.1. What aspects (achievement of goals, aims, outputs, activities etc.) did or did not contribute to the coherence within the sector of 
inclusive social development in Moldova? 

2.1-1 To what extent were the project activities in line with the priorities of the sector of inclusive social development in Moldova?  

2.1-2 Which aspects of the project were particularly valuable to the priorities of the sector? 

2.1-3 Which aspects presented lesser or no value to the national priorities? 

2.1-4 What was the added value of the soft components implemented in addition to establishing/equipping the centers? 

2.2. Are there any replicable examples of good practices within the evaluated projects or in their cooperation with external stakeholders? 

2.2-1 Which methods/approaches/tools worked particularly well in the two projects or in the cooperation with external stakeholders? 

2.2-2 How could these be transferred and used in another context? 

4. Effectiveness 

4.1. To what extent were the project objectives achieved? 

4.1-3 To what extent are legislative documents submitted to Moldovan authorities considered useful and relevant? 

5. Likely impact 

5.1. How did the project contribute/is likely to contribute to creating a system of quality, affordable and sustainable social services in 
Moldova? 

5.1-1 Which legislative changes were implemented or initiated with contribution of the project? 

5.1-4 What other changes were further brought about on the legal and regulatory framework? 

6. Sustainability 

6.1. What is the sustainability of establishing centres of home care after their take-over by the local municipalities (in terms of ownership, 
financing, management, continuous training of the staff, fluctuation of staff, interest of the municipalities, role of the Home Care 

Association, cooperation with other stakeholders etc.)? 

6.1-4 To what extent were national and local authorities involved in the project formulation? 

7. Crosscutting principles 

7.2. To what extent have the principles of good governance been reflected in the projects? 

7.2-1 To what extent were key stakeholders meaningfully involved in the project formulation and implementation?  

7.2-2 To what extent are civil society organizations and other stakeholders able to monitor and communicate with governmental 
stakeholders about the delivery of governmental services in the home-care sector? 

7.2-3 To what extent are the legislative changes enacted? 

 
National medical insurance company 

 
4. Effectiveness 

4.1. To what extent were the project objectives achieved? 

4.1-3 To what extent are legislative documents submitted to Moldovan authorities considered useful and relevant?  

5. Likely impact 

5.1. How did the project contribute/is likely to contribute to creating a system of quality, affordable and sustainable social services in 
Moldova? 

5.1-1 Which legislative changes were implemented or initiated with contribution of the project? 

5.1-2 How have these changes influenced the work of home care providers so far?  

5.1-3 To what extent are the services more affordable now? 

5.1-4 What other changes were further brought about on the legal and regulatory framework? 

6. Sustainability 

6.1. What is the sustainability of establishing centres of home care after their take-over by the local municipalities (in terms of ownership, 
financing, management, continuous training of the staff, fluctuation of staff, interest of the municipalities, role of the Home Care 

Association, cooperation with other stakeholders etc.)? 

6.1-6 To what extent do the tariffs cover the full cost of the services (investment (depreciations), operation, maintenance)? 
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Annex G: Summary of the major results of interviews 
 
RELEVANCE 

1.1. To what extent were the proposed and achieved outputs of the projects relevant from the 

perspective of the partner country needs, local conditions and capacities of the country in the 

sector of inclusive social development and from the perspective of the Bilateral Development 

Cooperation?  

1.1.1. To what extent have the two projects fulfilled your expectation? 

Information 

The projects are good examples of Czech Development cooperation. The topic of homecare is a lot more known here. Institutions are 
taking it seriously now.  

Expectations? Personally, I don’t have any objections. 

The projects took into account all the problems of the country. 

 

1.1.2. What needs/gaps within the social and health sector, primarily focusing on home care services were 

addressed by the projects? 

Information 

When they thought about new centre, we would provide with the information – where it is necessary. We would not suggest the 
location, but offered the data where the necessity is high. 

These projects are very important for Moldova in general, within the project, we have created a foundation a communication between 
us as USCP.  We found out that we have joined purpose and we became a force in the topic. We became known. We discussed a lot 
of things of the ministry – raising the tariff of homecare, way of calculating the social tariff which are not covered by the state, we also 
lobbied a lot regarding the caregiver standards, we opened many doors due to our capacity of lobbying.  

Unfortunately, the sector of elderly people of not much interest to the donors. So having the support of the government of the sector is 
key. There are lot of donors for young people and children. We are talking about vulnerable categories, people with low income of 
about 100 EUR and range of social and medical issues.  and the fact that there are many donors, we are talking about vulnerable 
categories, people with low income. So thanks to the support of the Czech republic, we could prepare people that are able to provide 
professional care to these people. 

 

1.1.3. What gaps/needs remain unaddressed? 

Information 

There is need for more centres. 

I think that this service has to be shifted from medical to integrated social-medical. And i tis a problem. MoH accepts this service but 
doesn’t really want to have it in its responsibility. Probably we could take it but we are not sure about the accreditation policy. I don’t 
know  what is the general view at political level..   
We (state) can only offer a service of only buying food, eating and they need a lot more. The NGOs can offer this service integrated 
and complete. It is good that at least part of his service is paid by the NMIC company. 

NMIC must change mode of contracting the providers – they are not planning , they don’t have a clear selection process. If you look 
at the report on the ministry site, they acknowledge that the ministry does not follow the procedures. It is absolutely not transparent.  

Palliative care, this is a problem in Moldova. Unfortunately we don’t have centres or even specialists who we could contract. We have 
a lot patients like this from this category. They are alone. Also i have category of people who refuse to care of their relatives. Many 
families cant afford to take care of an elderly person. we tried to organise some hospitals dpts for palliative care, some beds but we 
don’t have enough personnel, it did not last for long.  We also don’t have placement service for disabled service for adults. 

First of all we did not cover all the people who need our help. Socially we leave the door open, they can come to wash their clothes 
but we have waiting lists and know many people who would love to access the services.  

Obviously the necessity is much higher, we would at least ten centres like this in the district. I don’t think we are covering 10 percent 
of the necessity. 

The project in Ocnita covered majority of the pains of the elderly. The only thing we could not expand it to the whole district. Had 
meetings with all mayors from all the villages, all the villages have people like this. In Ocnita you have running water, the problem is 
deeper in villages – no sewage, now the need to spread the services more. There are pepple in the villages who have no idea what is 
a washing machine.  N the district – in Ocnita, most population is aged.  2/3rds of ditrict would need some social services.  
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COHERENCE     

2.1. What aspects (achievement of goals, aims, outputs, activities etc.) did or did not contribute to the 

coherence within the sector of inclusive social development in Moldova? 

2.1.1. To what extent were the project activities in line with the priorities of the sector of inclusive social 

development in Moldova? 

Information 

National level 

Our priorities were always children at risk, families with low income, disabilities. There were also a lot of NGOs focusing on children. 
We need to support the future of the country. At the same time, we developed some services for the elderly. Those who are alone or 
immobilised.  

Before the support was more intense after the new priorities, all efforts shifted into energetic vulnerability so there is not so much 
focus on this. 

These projects are important if you are taking into account aging population. Homecare is better alternative, many times people feel 
better at home. Often these people are lonely, it is good that human being comes to them.  

Local level 

Social medical is priority for us, there are more than 1000 elderly who need help. We have these servcies financed from the municipal 
budget.  

Our municipality was really willing to have these services and our mayor was also the member of district council, managed to find 
common language with them. the village is very grateful, we have many people who are immobilised – they need these services. 

Ms Tamara addressed the president of the district with idea of opening the centre. They invited me, the director of social protection 
and district municipalities. We accepted the proposal with a lot of enthusiasm. The necessity is really high. Besides the fact that we 
have 11 000 elderly we have a lot of people of working age but also wth disabilities (i would say 3500 disabled adults). We have also 
a lot of people who are not registered, not officially for the statistics. Usually it happens that they are poor and they cant access the 
registration (maybe additional 1000). Education and social assistance this is where most money goes. 

Management in primary care went with  AOHC and convinced all LPAs this was necessary. They made research, assessment – first 
of the city and neighbouring villages. They found a high number of beneficiaries.  

It is great that it is in territory of Vulcanest, great help for the territorry, there are many needs. 

 

2.1.2. Which aspects of the project were particularly valuable to the priorities of the sector? 

Information 

No particular information, see responses to other questions 

 

2.1.3. Which aspects presented lesser or no value to the national priorities? 

Information 

It was not enough, I wish we had more service providers like this. I see the necessity of the providers. 

 

2.1.4. What was the added value of the soft components implemented in addition to establishing/equipping the 

centres? 

Information 

There were constant requests for new centres, they could show something concrete. But now they understand that without all the soft 
activities around and trainings it is not possible.   

Trainings were very important. 

The trainings that were made within this project covered a huge need. They trained including public institution workers. Modified of 
the National college of medicine and they included homecare into the education.  This is very valuable thing, contributes to the 
preparation of new workers. 
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2.2. Are there any replicable examples of good practices within the evaluated projects or in their cooperation 

with external stakeholders? 

2.2.1. Which methods/approaches/tools worked particularly well in the two projects or in the cooperation with 

external stakeholders? 

Information 

Intensive cooperation at local level and involving ministries from the start- they have been involved all these years. Also we spent a 
lot of time explaining to the ministries that commitment is needed, we really pushed them. They started to be more ambitious, 
changed their approach.  

In the initial stage of planning, we were consulted but we were not participants. 

Discussions about the centres were done together. 

Honestly with these NGOs, we had a permanent collaboration and contact, we were really involved.  
At the level of communication all is fine. Sometimes it is our fault that we don’t come to every meeting where we are invited as 
decision makers.  It is important there are many ideas that need to be communicated. 

We had a Memorandum of collaboration, the USCP – they are quite united, the collaborate perfectly. 
When opening a new centre, we considered mortality statistics, we considered, level of aged population, coordinated the statistics 
with the ministries, supported with letters and other documentation, also for the Czech embassy. Obviously coordinated with LPAs. 
Also all trainings are organised with the approval of the ministry, agenda is also approved. 

Home care services for elderly – these are accredited since 2018. This mechanism was introduced. In 2020 we participated in 
updating and approving the standards together with USCP.  

 

2.2.2. How could these be transferred and used in another context? 

Information 

No additional information identified except the projects being referred to as good examples of development collaboration.  

 

3. EFFICIENCY 

 

3.1. To what extent were the projects efficient (in terms of value for money)? 

3.1.1. How have the investments in establishing and equipping the centres influenced the accessibility of 

services provided? 

Information 

See section on accessibility 4.1.2 and quality 4.1.> 

 

3.1.2. How have the projects been monitored? 

Information 

Two monitoring visits from CzDA, frequent contact with the Czech embassy, also visits in the field. 

 

3.1.3. Have the activities been implemented and outputs generated as planned? 

Information 

Gathered from secondary sources in the end. 

 

4. EFFECTIVENESS 

 

4.1. To what extent were the project objectives achieved? 

4.1.1. To what extent has the quality of home care services increased?  

Information 

The state services are not even close to the level of NGOs, they don’t have multidisciplinary Teams. Homecare is  supplementary 
work of nurses and family doctors. This comes as a burden and the qualitative service is not the best. 
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What are the aspects that state services can’t provide and the NGO centre can? E.g. we don’t have any transport means, they can 
provide.  So, during the day, the nurses work with patients in the centre according to the family doctors, after they go to visit patients.  
It would be nice to increase medical staff, the workload is huge.  The social assistant is also entitled to refer the services. The 
services differ in style – the social worker establishes the needs. They do the questionnaire, the social worker is providing products, 
cooking, cleaning the house, personal hygiene. Also certain medical services. We don’t do this, we don’t have finances for this.  

I would like all villages to have this centre. Since the beginning people who have not gotten out of the house for many years, they 
started seeing the sun. The priority of the centre is people who re left alone. We’re also trying to keep. We also take care of their 
clothes, woods. Out of the 200 served, I would say 120 are really alone.   

The centre got a great reputation, it is the only centre with such wide range of services 

First of all, elderly who need hygienic care, clothes, hair, these needs were not covered before the medical worker would not do this. 
From medical point, we covered the needs, the raising need of the population, it was impossible to provide social needs before for 
example immobilised patients, treating, veins. You have to maintain these on ongoing basis, not possible to solve by operation. 
Patients bed sheets, proper personal hygiene, physiotherapy for chronical diseases, all of this was missing. Also, the patients were 
stressed because their kids all away, the doctors don’t have so much time for them. 
And communication with patients was previously missing too. They now come into the centre, bathroom with hot water have coffee 
together, watch TV etc. The centre also eases the burden of the health centre,  it is a really good support.  

The quality has increased, before we were helping just medically. 

During the study visit in the Czech Republic we saw the large range of services provided, this opened our mind to how these services 
can be provided. That also helped to reflect on the mistakes, we try not to make these. We are now trying to develop recuperation 
services.  

We had a lot of support in the smallest aspects.  I needed to know how to properly fill in a report on social service, AOHC was our 
mentor starting with the simplest things. We got to know legal framework and legal papers. Participated in the development of 
strategy of our network, I learned to work in a group. We participated in conferences where we discussed strategy development, this 
all reflects on our activity. After the study visit, I started with palliative care at my organisation. I also learned from the experience of 
other colleagues.  We also started caring for larger number of patients. One month ago, we also opened day-care centre – focused 
on people with chronical diseases, elderly and people with terminal diseases.  

In the Czech Republic, when we visited, we saw practices we liked and implemented. E.g. we have a bakery, so now producing our 
own, photovoltaic panels so we save on energy. We developed homecare service, in the beginning we only provided food at home, 
later we trained people together with homecare – with the stress on medical aspect – how to make a person stand, provide basic 
medical care. We also instructed them to communicate with people.  We also instructed them to collaborate with local doctors, to 
make sure the community knows about these cases.  

I learned that the most important is communication and I learned how to do that. In the beginning patients are shy, they are all afraid. 
We try to introduce ourselves.  They did not trust us.  
Palliative care, we were shown so many ways of applying bandages, psychological skills, there are people who when we come, they 
start crying. 
I learned how to change clothes of immobilised patients. All personal care. Then we also learned how to do the database, how to 
make booking etc. Once in two weeks we have some online training, new aspects. Even if we are social assistants, we are also 
trained in basic medical things.  
Also, burnout. I learnt not to forget about myself, this is very important. When they were listing the burnout symptoms, it was all about 
me. I started going to bed earlier to rest more. At least this changed. I don’t skip meals anymore, we try to take care of us, the quality 
of service depends on us. Also learned about communication and psychology.   

Learned patience and to listen the beneficiaries. Sometimes they are irritated, this influence behaviour, we learned how to deal with 
this. There were so many trainings – how to change bed sheets, diapers, hygiene. 
Learned so much. About diabetes, level of glucoses, blood pressure, how to take care of the bedsores, immobilised patients, narrow 
specialisation. And also, psychological trainings – personal approach to the person. The way the beneficiary listens to you, in the 
beginning they are afraid of us. You must really pay a lot effort, to earn this trust is the key in the relationship.  

I learned how to help to bathe, change clothes, practical skills.  
I understood that the most important is communication. Also, some basic medical skills – sometimes we have to go alone and be 
prepared. Also, how to turn a paralysed person, I was able to help the nurse.  It was helpful that trainings were interconnected.  
I learned how to properly use the tone of my voice and attitude and interacting with them I have never had close communication with 
us. Our patients are introvert, it is hard to make them trust you, first reaction is suspicious. Also, I learned how to use massage 
machines. 
I did not discover much in medical sense.  I knew how to clean, change, bandage. Social and communication aspect was important – 
I learned how to be softer.  

Learned about dermatology, bedsores treatment, we discovered a lot about diabetes, we learned also how to eat properly myself.  I 
learned how to communicate.  
I know how to properly help in the house. How to communicate, ask what they need, what is wrong, crying, why not willing to talk. I 
learnt how to bathe people, I didn’t dare to take the clothes off especially for women, they are also very shy, it was hard in the 
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beginning. They taught u show to work with their hair. We try to make people feel good after they leave the centre. They usually cry 
when they take a bath. Sometimes they can’t afford bath at home because it is money.  

Learned how to deal with beneficiaries in terminal stage. How to communicate, their last wishes, communication is the most important 
in this respect. Working in medical centre the focus was always on problem solving , here it is on is on communication and the way 
talked. We were not so well prepared in the beginning.  
I specialized more in physiotherapy before. In medical schools, we learned bedsheets, cardiovascular accident. But the information 
was very general – here it was very practical, we did not know how not to make things worse.  
If you are not from the field, bathing the patient – it is a difficult procedure, we learnt how to do this, check blood pressure, 
temperature is not too hot.   

People that are old, they don’t need so much material but need company and communication.  
I learned this human aspect, I learnt the work of nurse if very important, not just medical but we can advise them, ethical aspect – the 
way we should be, applying it into practice. 
I learned that it is so important to do good deeds. Many times, when I am helping, most of the times, our actions are not so difficult, to 
see that it makes people so grateful, that is affecting me in a nice way. I feel helpful and useful. 
The job is giving me power. When you see how grateful the people are. Obviously, people have different personalities, so you have to 
find this personal approach.  
We learned medical aspects – first aid etc., very practical, not like in our college.  

These trainings are good to refresh, to practice and to update your knowledge.  
I learned how you should approach the patient e.g. when they are stressed, or aggressive.  
The best thing I learned from the trainings – kindness you must have, you have to encourage people, people need communication.  

 

4.1.2. To what extent has the accessibility of home care services increased? 

Information 

In the last six years, we think it was only the Czech intervention that focused on homecare. 

In the ministry we were only seeing the normative part and coordination, we never saw the inside of the projects. There were so many 
requests that people had both social and medical, would need to prepare two different sets of documentation and would have to wait 
on both sides. The examples developed by the organisations, covered this exact necessity. This discussion was done together. 
Almost everywhere, the centres appeared where necessity was really high. 
This is the base prevents institutionalization, that is more expensive for the state.  Very nice to have this model of day care centre and 
the mobile, the hybrid. One targets those who are able to come, the after targeting those who cannot come.  And also, these Teams 
reduce time to access these services and also access to the family doctors. Family villages don’t have any infrastructure. This is the 
best method. 

The projects helped at decreasing the number of people in the medical care system, people really feel good and safe in the centres. 
Globally we need to minimize the number of huge centres, they feel and look like prisons. 

In the beginning it was difficult to get a decision from the family doctors that this person is eligible, we were seen as competition. Now 
they let us to issue these decisions.  Also, we can do it ourselves, it’s enough to have a decision a specialist doctor not practitioner. 
That shortens the way for the patient. In the past we were not known., people were very sceptical that this was free. More people 
discovered about us.   

Based on research 1 out of 5 has access to our services. We cover the geography, we made analysis for NMIC. The problem is that 
there are not centres providing integrated services, there are only NGOs doing this. It increased a bit but not much.  

There is a big difference between the city and the village. In the villages we know people very well. When we started homecare and 
the centre for elderly, we started working with social assistants and LPAs, there were a lot of human problems. This is much better 
now. Every year the number of clients is increasing, in the last ten years the number increased by 100 percent.  

We managed to extend teams that provide care thanks to other donors. But the waiting list is so long that we feel we won’t be able to 
cover all need.  

Those who went through the services, keep requesting and the services are for free.  They are more accessible here in the centre 
than in the medical centre of the state. 

The centre does not need any advertisement, there is huge demand.  Probably less than 20 percent of the need is now covered. 

In our village we managed to cover 200-250 they covered but we did not to cover all the need.  It would be nice to expand the centre 
– we have space, and maybe increase the staff to serve at least 300 people.  

This centre is targeting only the population of the town.  But in time we started we started having requests from people from 
neighbouring villages, nobody is refusing them.  (reference system from primary physicians) 

It’s true we can’t provide to everyone. Of course, we have the list but we are two nurses but physically impossible. They are very 
happy with our service, they could not believe that this is possible for free.  
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Plan for the year 160 patient in centre and 40 for homecare. Before we served around 300 people served, the ration of home visits 
did not change. Waiting list – for homecare it is fully booked for next semester. What is there is urgent case you need, to put in the 
list. In this case I have to load myself more.  

Now we have more beneficiaries, many more, the information is spreading very fast. In the beginning people were suspicious that 
they would have to pay, when they discovered it is free, demand rose. At the time we provided for 150 primary patients, we also had 
repeated people. Now we have more than 240 primary patients plus those who we see repeatedly. It has not affected the quality; we 
are doing their best but can’t expand more. That time the capacity was about 250ish, now almost 400 per year. Now we work on 
maximum capacity. This is why we need additional space and additional salaries, at least another salary to be divided into two, 
another two nurses, also assistant social. We also collaborate with local social assistants who refer clients to us and we get requests 
from neighbouring villages. 

The number of beneficiaries is actually increasing. Last year we managed to provide service to about 700-800 beneficiaries.  

 

4.1.3. To what extent are legislative documents submitted to Moldovan authorities considered useful and 

relevant? 

Information 

We have achieved that the terminology is the legislative, there are now standardization and tariffication documents. Institutions now 
take it seriously.  

We accepted the importance of these services, the fact that this needs collaboration – it makes sense in the initial stage of planning 
we were consulted but we were not participants. 

Reforming the services of homecare was only support thanks to external support, thanks to the Union.  
From 2014 when the whole framework was elaborated, methodology was created, around February the ministry elaborated the 
National program of promoting social services. Based on this program and quality standards for social assistants. They were 
approved. At that moment, the legal framework and standards really reflected our National needs. Then we started the process of 
training all social workers from the country, around 2500 out of 22approx. 3000 from 2015. All the chiefs of the services were trained, 
social assistants with supervision position. They have a role of coordination of preparation the files, coordination. Somewhere around 
2017 there was a training on diabetes, for those who work with diabetes. In 2017 costification of services – the approval in 2020. So 
in 2021, all the territorial structures approved the cost of the services and started providing the service for money. The group of 
beneficiaries enlarged a lot. In 2020 there has been approved the methodology, 2021 all state social depts. approved the costs for 
these services. 
We started developing the social aspect, medical was always present. From 2018 – the ministry started. You have two aspects of the 
services developed separately; the union is trying to convince the ministries to work together.  
This legal framework for integrated services was only approved by order of joint ministry of health/social protection, and only as pilot 
project.  And obviously there is space to go further and legalise. The pilot project is issued by in order and then results should be 
analyse at the end of each year, all results are analysed to see if this should be approved.  
I don’t know what happened with this because I left. 

I don’t know about the pilot project.  
The standards in the new profession are a good first step. It is ok, but I think in two years we have to revise. The situation will change 
in terms of necessities. It covers the minimum, looking at development and diversifying social services, we will have to add not to take 
out. We will apply during our work, it should be in the job description, when we hire social workers, it will be in their job description. 
But we will need to revise.  We will have to make intermediary evaluation of this. It is a problem; I don’t know who will do this. How 
can you make qualitative evaluation of occupational standards.  Could NGOs do this job? 

Standards for integrated services not used now, MoH is using their own.  
Normative framework for care giver profession  - This was very important, this made possible for to instruct and train family members 
to train and provide the services after the projects.  
Social services costification – this is a governmental decision and MoH refers to it.  

 

4.2. What were the major factors influencing the achievement or non-achievement of outcomes? How were 

possible impediments overcome? 

 

4.2.1. Which factors helped to achieve objectives of the project and how? (Explanations what helped most 

to achieve these changes (trainings, resources, dialogue, others within / beyond the project)) 

Information 

Ms Tamara plays a key role in the project – she is a strong lady who knows how to say everything.   

Dona Tamara who is promoting, we have a very good collaboration with the centre thanks to her. I see what she is doing. 
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4.2.2. What were the major factors obstructing/hindering achievement of objectives? 

Information 

Political priorities keep changing almost on yearly basis. There is not long-term strategic plan or road map. Now the key focus is 
winterization, inflation is up to 31 percent. There is no economic development in the country, it remains in security risks, nobody 
knows how the war will end. No businesses want to invest here.  
Capacities of ministry staff is low – it is mainly young people, overloaded and don’t know so much. This is in all ministries here.  

Political aspect was challenge. Working in a public institution you must have a balance between the political and what you really think 
needs to be done. There were so many times, the necessity was not supported by the government. Their priorities depended on the 
situation – each gov. comes with its own vision and view. Often, they came with innovative ideas which did not fit the context of 
Moldova, that meant destroying what was achieved and started from scratch.  
Ministry of health is financed from National budget. Social system financed horizontally, this is the big problem, this is why it is so 
difficult to connect. Ministries both have very straight line. Only 2017 when the ministries were reformed, they became one ministry, it 
was possible to do the framework. Why was it split again? They argue a lot, during covid health was key.   

At the moment, the service is the oldest, unfortunately the legal framework has a lot of gaps. It is not a problem of these 
organisations, but our fault. 

There are some bureaucratical problems at the ministries but also lack of political will. 

Ministers changed a lot that affects the process. In the end its about relationships with people.  Those people are still people though 
they are decision makers. 

 

4.2.3. How did the project overcome these impediments (as far as it was possible)? 

Information 

Constant contact, advocacy.  

No other particular information gathered through interviews, own analysis 

 

5. LIKELIHOOD OF IMPACTS 

 

5.1. How did the project contribute/is likely to contribute to creating a system of quality, affordable and 

sustainable social services in Moldova 

5.1.1. Which legislative changes were implemented or initiated with contribution of the project? 

Information 

I did not participate much but as far as I heard, they mentioned the social side of the services was a little bit ignored. But they 
revealed , the key merit, we have to modify and change the classification of the services. The project revealed that the present list is 
outdated. Is impact, we recently had a bill which also mentioned the fact that I tis important that we need to expand the current 
medical service and further enrich it. 

For further info refer to 4.1.3. 

 

5.1.2. How have these changes influenced the work of home care providers so far? 

Information 

The number increased since the new criteria for HC providers since 2020 but not drastically. Its not our role to encourage them for 
this we need to sit down, if we elaborate the criteria. We would provide contracts to private/public both. We are not in the position to 
exclude anyone from contracts, the need is really huge. If you have the accreditation, you will. In the regions with more NGOs 
providing the same services, i tis easier to get the contract if you have history with us. It is also important to have mobile Teams who 
would cover more distant regions. The procedures are the same for medical institutions and NGOs.  

The costification methodology is a good thing for those who want the contract. It makes the process easier, it could lead to increase 
number of service providers.  The number of providers did not grow much. Most homecare providers are known, those who are not 
accredited, one of the problems is the lack of funds. Funds that come from donors are usually short term, 1 year, they are never sure 
about the next year.  

Since the increase of tariff, we have enough to make bandage once a day or and not once per five days.  Now in the legal framework 
we have a clear list – of what he person has to be offered, you have clear handbook, set of rules that tell a caregiver list of 
responsibilities. Before many would just buy bread. Since it was not on the paper officially, it was up to us to decide what to provide. It 
is also easier to evaluate the quality of work now as long as you have a list of things you have to provide. Even the state knows what 
is the list that provider needs to be contracted.  
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Many years as a network we knocked on the door of National health insurance company, we asked who is eligible for these services, 
we explained that without specific criteria, the quality is very low.  The existence of the framework has direct impact. 

 

5.1.3. To what extent are the services more affordable now? 

Information 

 We ask for the demand for and add of the contracted visits, we have number of performed visits. In reality we perform more than we 
plan. Many times, we increase the number in the contract during the year to cover the need. When we sign a contract, from the 
beginning we don’t contract all the amount of money, so the last transaction is left to be modified.  

Centre of primary medicine contracted for homecare by National health insurance but in reality, this is not happening. Out of the 
budget, 70 percent should go to medical centres, 30 percent goes and NGOs in reality, these 70 percent are not happening, they do 
not exist.  The doctors go in really severe cases, they have conversation, on paper, in reality, they just saw the patient once. 
Obviously connected to lack of staff. Around 1500 patients per doctor. There is also big fluctuation of people.  

The elderly are all covered by insurance. There is a list compensated medicaments (get antidiabetic, tuberculosis, cancer, covid) but 
many are not covered at all. The state in theory also provides homecare but it is almost absent, does not happen.  During the year for 
42 000 people, we are allowed by NMIC to serve 32 patients (36 visits per patient per year).   

For our district of 27 000 people, 453 visits medical homecare visits covered from the National health insurance company. They often 
say they are not obliged to provide these services and that they don’t have to cover this.  

The project covers a lot of their needs – if they need wheelchair, walker – these are not covered by health insurance.   

 

5.1.4. What other changes were further brought about on the legal and regulatory framework? 

Information 

No other information was identified.  

 

6. SUSTAINABILITY 

 

6.1. What is the sustainability of establishing centres of home care after their take-over by the local 

municipalities (in terms of ownership, financing, management, continuous training of the staff, 

fluctuation of staff, interest of the municipalities, role of the Home Care Association, cooperation with 

other stakeholders etc.)? 

 

6.1.1. Which centre services tend to continue functioning with no major difficulties after they are taken 

over by the municipalities? 

Information 

No centres from the two evaluated projects were fully handed over to the municipalities so not possible to fully answer here.  

 

6.1.2. What are the key challenges in continuing full functionality of the centres and how are these being 

solved? 

Information 

The key risk is that LPA cannot provide a higher salary than as per the state tariffs. The job is difficult and with lower salaries the staff 
might leave. This is why Ms Tamara strives to find projects, small grants to keep supporting the staff. Of course, another risk is that if 
salaries are not on proper level, the quality goes down. We cannot expect increase of state budget in this regard and these grants are 
the only solution now.  
There is a big probability that it will just close the centre. General situation – pandemic, war – budget is very spread around topic with 
refugees, centre for refugees. Ukrainian checkpoints – medical, social services for the refugees, that means a lot of unplanned 
expenditure. If the centre of St Agata stops getting services, it will be lost.  Even before the war the negotiations were difficult. Ms 
Tamara discussed with the districts, we took them to other centres, they accepted in the end, they were looking for the space. 

All social structures are managed by executive committee of Gagauzia – they have more power – they are managing. A centre in 
another city was handed to medical direction of Gagauzia, by the decision of executive committee was handed of the local district 
committee. It will most likely be the same case for the centre here. We also have other examples of e.g mobile Teams handed over to 
us and they still work. 
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6.1.3. To what extent were national and local authorities involved in the project formulation? 

Information 

From other sections – national level stakeholders were involved from the beginning and their involvement continues throughout the 
projects.  

 

6.1.4. How many of the trained staff remain in their position? 

Information 

Nobody left., some staff members retired. 

 

6.1.5. To what extent do the tariffs cover the full cost of the services (investment (depreciations), 

operation, maintenance)? 

Information 

Tariffs represent about 8% of real prices.   

Most providers have co-funding though the tariff increased by 40 %. The cost is reviewed every year and takes into account inflation.  
I think we cover the real cost – medical institutions are interested in being contracted. They analyse their needs. The cost per visit is 
the same for all providers, it increased by 40% but the budget did not grow by 40%.  

 

6.1.6. Do the Municipalities have sufficient budgets to cover the difference between the cost and 

payments by insurances? If not, how is the deficit covered? 

Information 

For me the key problem is sustainability of these centres, i am quite sceptical, even if there is agreement signed. Every week we have 
letters of mayors, who ask us for money for these services.  

In 2022 planning budget, no money was provided to the centre.  All the money came from the project, before 2022 they were paying 
utilities. The budget does not even cover schools, it is in deficit, the number of the population is low, industry does not work properly, 
no production, no proper income.  

 

6.2. What is the sustainability of enhanced services/resources of the centres supported through the project 

after the project end (in terms of financing, management, resource management and maintenance, 

staff, cooperation with other stakeholders, role of the HomeCare association etc.)? 

6.2.1. Which aspects of the services enhanced by the project tend to continue functioning with no major 

difficulties after the project ends? 

Information 

Municipality offered space, we pay for utilities and staff salaries. We always budget some money for them. Money for medical 
equipment is budgeted from the donor sources, especially from Homecare association which is covering necessities of the centre.   

From the beginning we guaranteed the building and the utilities. Politically there was always will, the importance of the centre was 
never challenged. We keep paying for utilities, heating etc., fuel for transport if the car breaks its 50-50. but never had big issues. 
Staff – 50 percent from local budget, 50 percent from another project. Out of five of staff, two nurses are part time employed from the 
budget. We managed to maintain the team, no changes, people got experience, the quality of the service only made of service better. 
Number of beneficiaries increases every year; the possibility is limited to serve all of them. The salary decreased on the other side. 
Money less, work is more, still the team is working.  

Salaries and utilities continue to be covered. services have not changed, we kept providing the same services. We try to add more to 
the services we were planned. There are social assistants who keep bringing clothes, showers to beneficiaries who are already out of 
the project. 

 

6.2.2. What are the key challenges in continuing extent of these services and how are these being 

solved? 

Information 

The key risk is that LPA cannot provide a higher salary than as per the state tariffs. The job is difficult and with lower salaries the staff 
might leave. This is why Ms Tamara strives to find projects, small grants to keep supporting the staff. Of course,  another risk is that if 
salaries are not on proper level, the quality goes down. We cannot expect increase of state budget in this regard and these grants are 
the only solution now.  
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Some difficulties started – financial difficulties, the necessities are covered by homecare (diapers etc.) – as far as i know, this year 
they start to be contracted by local administration for the services, i know they were in the process for medical services. They did yet 
not accredit the social aspect. fluctuation of people.  After the handover, they pay public salaries, they are obviously getting less.  I 
don’t know their previous salaries, but they are definitely higher than state level. The director of the centre also tried to assess other 
funds, maintain the functionality through other resources.  When I say providing other funds, really small funds, short term of 1-2 
months.  
AOHC is a very good partner and trustworthy, it is the pillar of Rebecca functioning.  Every problem we have, we go to AOHC for 
help, they never say no. The centre is like an unofficial branch of AOHC, though it is a public institution. 
Next year will be more difficult, energy will be more expensive, we already spent last year’s budget on this and we have to 
compensate. The quality of a lot of services is perturbated. There is probably not a big difference between bigger and smaller 
municipalities – there is never enough money for all the fields.  

Insufficient budget. Overall budget 1 000 000 lei.  Our village is partner of village in Romania, they have 5 mil EUR per year. 70% 
goes to salaries and the rest to infrastructure (roads etc.) our main goal now is to expand the network of running water (water and 
sanitation – only 30% is covered, the natural wells don’t have enough water anymore). 

The most difficult was to ensure centre with staff – already lack of qualified personnel for health centre.  One of the nurses working in 
emergency dpt decided to work part-time work in the centre. 50% for the health centre (covered from NMIC) and the rest covered by 
AOHC. Social worker works 0.75 time for the centre, the other part at registration desk. Dona tamara tried to ensure quality, through 
different  small project to add to the salaries of the staff. From around 2019 the council is paying for the utilities and maintenance. 
Without additional assistance from AOHC the centre will collapse.  
Also insufficient budget - what we have per year is 120 000, including utilities of Maria Magdalena. The best year we had 150 000. 
The council does not have 1 000 000 of lei to complete the reparation. There is no industry, agricultural area. Almost no income in the 
district, the only money coming from central government.  

There is no money here, no visits from outside. If it wasn’t for AOHC, the centre would close 

Salary dropped by maybe 15 percent. Tamara is always trying to look for donors, sometimes for short term to provide different 
sources, telemedicine.  They rely on short term projects. Without these additional sources – when you think about money, you are 
very tempted to leave, you think about the beneficiaries, then we work for.  

While we were in the project, it was in the great, all the provisions were guaranteed.  After handover, only salaries and utilities. When 
we saw we did not have medicines, first aid, we asked Tamara, she helped us. She saw our situation.  We would get the salaries, 
collect money from each staff, to buy medical things, trying to cover this from our salaries.  For example, we have a medical 
appliance, ultrasound, you need special ointment, you must have this to work. Out of 100 percent of the necessities, we had maybe 
35 - 50 percent from Tamara, 40% from our LPA.  During these three years it was difficult.  We started applying for projects. Short 
term, managed to get some support from one American church.  

 

6.2.3. How many of the trained staff remain in their position? 

Information 

Nobody left (repeated in all interviews) except one maternity leave  

 

6.3. What are the key lessons learned with regards to sustainability of established and/or supported 

centres? 

6.3.1. Which good practices related to maximizing future sustainability were identified? 

Information 

May be CZDA think differently but we think the handover of the centres went really well. CZDA probably underestimates the project, 
but they could be proud of this. Here it is really valued.  
Commitment was sought from the beginning, concrete financial cooperation from the start. If someone is to get something, they have 
to do something from the start. We do reconstruction, equipment, trainings.  

If we are talking about a bigger town – nice to create a service, if there is a smaller municipality, it may be better to contract from 
other locations. The costs are higher for maintaining a service. Then it is sometimes difficult to identify space, sometimes you have to 
build, this is all very expensive.   
We maintained a good relationship with AOHC, we became co-funders. Was it difficult to convince council? It is not hard to convince 
local council about the need, but it is hard to find money. That is why it is important to work together with LPA to identify long term 
finances.  

Homecare would gradually warn that they need to prepare. They said they will do their best, but we need to start thinking about 
further contribution. From 2017 we started looking for solutions to make sure we would have the resources.  
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A couple of years ago, in 2018 we had financial issues, our huge fear was that the centre was going to be closed, we had a big 
meeting with all the businesses in the neighbourhood and in the end help came, not from them, help came from the donors. We were 
already trying to prepare the ground to other sources. 

Good relationship in the team, good selection of team (personally selected by Tamara), good relationship with the mayor 

Good feeling in the team, nobody is planning to leave. 

Very strong cooperation with the municipality, strong interest from them. 

 

6.3.2. What were the key challenges/issues that led to lack of sustainability? 

Information 

The key risk is that LPA cannot provide a higher salary than as per the state tariffs. The job is difficult and with lower salaries the staff 
might leave. This is why Ms Tamara strives to find projects, small grants to keep supporting the staff. Of course, another risk is that if 
salaries are not on proper level, the quality goes down. 

Obviously we are happy with the centre, understand the importance but have to prioritize, if they were charged with the salaries. 
AOHC is our lifeline. Due to their permanent support, we were never forced to go the presidency of the council. So we are used to 
this comfort. The only thing they can cover is utilities.  

If donors leave, it is hard to maintain sustainability. The legal framework – there are many things that contradict each other, important 
to still adjust things.  I saw that in the Czech Republic contracts for service providers are for three years, here only 1 year. Two years 
ago state chancellery attacked three decisions of 3 LPAs who contracted and co-financed our services - they decided that in the 
contract it was stated that the support is financial. The state chancellery challenged this financial support and said they should have 
provided something else. Now LPAs are reluctant to work with NGOs because this is still in court. It was a really small amount of 
money, 15 000 lei, they had to pay more for lawyers.  They create crazy precedents that scare LPAs away. Because the legal 
framework contradicts mayors don’t feel safe contracting NGOs.  

As long as we have donors, we are able to offer services, state support is almost non-existent. We are doing what the government 
should do. There are lot of things to communicate to the ministry. People who worked the whole life contribute to the state budget, 
should have proper services. Their services should be contracted by authorities.  

 

6.3.3. On what parts of these projects should the follow-up projects primarily focus, in terms of sustainable 

system changes? 

 

Information 

Rather than looking for new topics, which take time to orientate, it is better to keep investing here. Capacity to enlarge the services 
could be supported. Or establish another centre. Maybe introduce some paid services (manicure etc.) maybe the elderly could partly 
cover this to some limited extent. The interest is there, it is important to tie new projects to it (telemedicine, refugees etc.)  

We should change the legal framework, that LPAs should assure medical and social services. This should come from the parliament, 
unless this happens, we have what we have.  
It is important to have more providers. We need more organisations and more support in developing these services in other regions. 
In order for them to be supported by the National health insurance company, they need to be bigger – they should have network in 
more regions, it would be perfect if they mobile Teams that would go in the same region, would go to villages in that region. If they 
had the capacity to expand and finance the mobile Teams in the villages. There are nurses that could do this work something like 
local satellites for these centres.  

Keep strengthening the USCP network, providing more experts. 

Lobby and advocacy should stay priority, ministry and NMIC - it is important to come to them, when we go central authorities we 
should go together.  

Our network should be developed more from legal aspects, none of u sis lawyer. Many times, we are asked opinions about laws and 
many times we are not able to give professional opinion, maybe we need to contract professional lawyer. Our experience is more in 
the service itself but regarding the rights of the beneficiaries, this is not good enough.  

One thing tracking of service, database – would allow you to analyse, have an overview in figures, that would help in referring cases, 
monitoring qualities, transferring one service from another. In Czech Republic, they just scan the barcode, they see what they 
provided, helps a lot on strategic planning. Here the only source of data is ministry, doctors – you rely on people and you are not sure 
you have the right data.  

Local level 

Around 70 percent of mayors from the neighbouring villages, they were very surprised, they would love to have such centre in their 
place.  I think they would want to share some resources– especially talking about the villages directly around. we would need to 
expand the centre.  
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These services are very welcome, quality but not accessible enough. Just one single centre, one single social assistant.  Salaries are 
low for the work they do, you have to be mother Teresa to do this. As a proposal, for the project to continue, salary support for the 
staff and the possibility to expand the team. Maybe open another centre? 

Mobile team would be great, the services would be great. The district is very wide and in one day, one would be nice but two would 
be better.   
If the health centre could be contracted at National level – as medical assistance could be contracted.  The only cost covered though 
is doctor, medical assistant. They will not cover social costs.  

Would it be possible to cover needs in neighbouring villages? The need is very high.  

 

7. CROSSCUTTING PRINCIPLES 

 

7.1. What are the negative impacts on the environment in the centres’ locations? (social, waste 

management, water, sanitation….) 

7.1.1. How were the negative impacts, if any, mitigated? 

Information 

We have a contract with local medical centre, and they manage the medicate waste. We give them all our waste. 

We bring all our waste to the local medical centre, and they get rid of it. 

Sometimes we leave bags with nappies at the beneficiary house and the public waste collectors take it. All other waste goes to the 
local medical centre. 

We have the bags, boxes for biohazard. A contract with ecostat, company from Chisinau collecting the medical waste. We have a 
separate space in our basement, once per week, waste of centre part of this procedure. 

We are also working in med centre, all the biological waste put to plastic bags for this purpose, the city hall has a contract with a 
medical centre, they have a special container for this waste. Also have special plastic bag in their suitcase, visit all homes with this, 
also biological waste goes there. 

 
7.2. To what extent have the principles of good governance been reflected in the projects? 

7.2.1. To what extent were key stakeholders meaningfully involved in the project formulation and 

implementation? 

Information 

All ministries confirm ongoing consultations, see above. 

 

7.2.2. To what extent are civil society organizations and other stakeholders able to monitor and 

communicate with governmental stakeholders about the delivery of governmental services in the 

home-care sector? 

Information 

It is probably quite participatory in the social sector, ministries are not excluded, they often initiate things and they also allow NGOs to 
participate.  

Relationship with NGOs – most of the times when achieve result when you include NGOs. 

Since i am here, the degree of transparency is quite high. And the accessibility into our institutions is much higher. The transparency 
in decision making is open.  I see every week representatives of NGOs in the ministry and i think that proves they are also more open 
than before.  

 

7.2.3. To what extent are the legislative changes enacted? 

Information 

See sections above 4.1.3. 

 

7.3. How was the crosscutting principle of human rights and gender equality reflected? 

7.3.1. How were the needs and rights of the most disadvantaged and vulnerable clients of the centres 

reflected in the design and implementation? 

Information 

Those with pressing issues skip the waiting lists. The centre mainly focuses on those who are alone. 

We select vulnerable people, elderly who are alone, disabled. They have priority. 
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Annex H: Case studies of clients 
 

Objectives of the data collection for case studies 

1) Gathering feedback of the respondents on the quality and accessibility of integrated services provided 

by the project  

2) Verification of hypothesis arising from input report  

3) Verification of findings from data collection from staff in the centres  

4) Learning about their experience regarding services from the state  

Criteria of respondent selection 

Respondents were selected according to the following criteria: 

• Willingness to take part in the interview 

• They were divided into two groups – 1. those who only benefited from the three-month cycle of services 

and 2. those who have been receiving services of the centre for a longer period of time 

• Approximately 15% percent of respondents were men, which roughly reflects the 20% representation of 

men among the clients of the services. 

• Majority of the respondents were receiving services at home (about 85%) 

• In two cases caretakers were interviewed instead of the clients who were unable to speak. 

Interview details: 

• Interviews were conducted in Russian or Romanian, based on the respondent’s preference.  

• They were approximately 20-30 minutes long. 

• Interviews were directly transcribed by the lead evaluator following interpretation from the team 

interpreter. Local expert member of the team led the interviews.  

• There was no structured questionnaire but key information below was the focus of the interviews. 

Sometimes not information was not acquired – respondents were often becoming emotional and the 

team thus switched the topic discussed. 

• Overall, 12 interviews were carried out, 2 in each of the locations visited, with the exception of Chisinau 

(Razine was instead selected as a branch of TPC Estera). The responses were repetitive therefore the 

evaluation team considers the sample sufficient.) 

Key information collected:  

Personal data • Age 

• Place of residence 

• Gender 

• Caretaker/client 

Overall description of their situation and degree of 
vulnerability 

• Proximity of family members 

• Contact with the community 

• Economic situation 

• Health issues, degree of mobility 

Services received from the state • Contact with state social worker 

• Medical care received 

Contact with the centre • How was the person referred to the centre? 

• Frequency and length of service provision 

• Are services received in-centre or out of the centre 
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CASE STUDY 1  

Personal data: 

Male, 83 years old, residing in Taul. He is a client of the services. 

Overall situation: 

Widower, before lived in a neighbouring village, sold his house and now lives in Taul opposite the street from his 

daughter, who now takes care of him. Has pain in the back, other health issues not further specified, can access 

the services in the centre, walks well. He is relatively well off, has a washing machine, has running water in the 

house, does not need social services. 

Services received from the state: 

Has health insurance and access to primary care, also gets treated by specialists. He is not visited by the state 

social worker, there is no need. Does not pay for medication, all is covered by his health insurance. 

Contact with the centre: 

He was referred to the centre by his family doctor for some procedures due to the pain in the back. He comes 

about twice a week; the period of service is three months. 

Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 

“We have very good relationship with the staff – they treat all of us very nicely and they treat everyone the same. 

The centre is clean and beautiful. I don’t mind the stairs; I can still walk quite well.” Feels improvement after the 

procedures, the pain is going away. 

Mentioned no recommendations for improvement except need for continuation.  

 

CASE STUDY 2 

Personal data: 

Male, unsure of his age, residing in Taul. He is a client of the services. 

Overall situation: 

Has mental disability. He lives alone, parents are deceased, he has no siblings. Unstable health condition, can’t 

specify but “one day can be very bad and another one ok.” He has limited contact with the community: ”I am alone, 

nobody is helping me. I have to carry everything, nobody needs me. “  One neighbour offers him food through the 

fence, there was a nice lady who was sometimes helping but she is now deceased. 

Services received from the state: 

The centre is his only contact with regards to health issues. No state social worker visits. The municipality 

promised to bring wood for the winter, and he is not sure it will be enough. Amount of financial support he receives 

is unclear. Once there was a period when he was immobilised for three months. The municipality wanted to place 

him in an institution, but he refused – he did not like the place, and it was cold. At that time, his neighbour, who 

has since died, helped to heat his house, and also helped with rehabilitation.  

Contact with the centre: 

They provide in-centre services to him since 2013. He is usually brought by car but sometimes he walks. He 

comes approximately once a month to get a shower, get his hair washed and cut. They also wash his clothes. 

Sometimes he washes clothes at home but has to do this by hand, so it is more difficult. When needed, he calls 

the staff and they accompany him to e.g. buy a second-hand winter coat, he could not afford a new one. 

Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 
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“I feel good when I come to the centre. I feel good when I come to the centre (smiling) – the nurse is also bringing 

different things, sweets, nice food for holidays.” It would be hard to survive alone, he already feels discriminated 

and can’t imagine life without the centre.  

 

CASE STUDY 3 

Personal data: 

Woman, 80 years old, residing in Vulcanesti, originally from Ukraine She is a client of the services. 

Overall situation: 

Has two sons, one resides in Vulcanesti, the other one in Ukraine. She is not in good relationship with her son 

who resides nearby. She is a former teacher and sometimes her former students help to e.g. cut wood or to bring 

her to a hospital by car. She has also difficulties with mobility.  

Services received from the state: 

Has access to family doctor and medical care. She is not visited by social workers. She gets no other services. 

She received her walking stick from another NGO.  

Contact with the centre: 

She was referred by family doctor due to chronical mobility issues. First, she was hospitalised, later they proposed 

the homecare alternative – she is receiving electrotherapy on her knee. 

Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 

At the first the centre offered procedures in the centre but when they saw how difficult it was for her to move, the 

started home visits. The staff come about 2-3 times a week. They alternate the procedures on weekly basis. At 

first, they check the blood pressure to see if the procedure can be done. The social worker cleans the dishes and 

the house, and chats with her. They also bring pills from the medical centre. She says the staff are very nice, with 

very humane approach and attitude.  The procedures ease the pain and now she can sleep and get up easier. „ 

I took the book of complaints and thanks, wanted to write a letter of gratitude – what your organisation is doing, I 

have not seen this in the 80 years of my life.” (crying) 

 

CASE STUDY 4 

Personal data: 

Woman, 77 years old, residing in Vulcanesti, she is a client of the services. 

Overall situation: 

Former laboratory worker. She is a widow, originally from Ukraine, her daughter lives in Russia. No other relatives 

live in Moldova, everyone lives abroad. The daughter asked a family friend to bring bread and other shopping to 

her once a week, she pays for the groceries but not the service. Sometimes, her neighbours also help to bring 

bread. She has health issues -hypertonic, sometimes calls ambulance.  

Services received from the state: 

Has access to family doctor and medical care. She is not visited by social workers. She gets no other services 

except help from neighbours. 

Contact with the centre: 

Knew about the centre but thought it was for other people, maybe completely disabled. Then her doctor told her 

that as she was alone, elderly and with medical issues, he can refer her.  
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Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 

She was at first prescribed injections and massages for three months. The staff from the centre were coming on 

daily basis. They also started bringing pills and taking her dirty clothes for washing. In the beginning she felt 

ashamed, but they convinced her that it is ok to receive this help. When the three-month period finished, she still 

calls the staff when needed, they come to check on her once in a while, also bring pills. She was worried what 

would happen after the three months, but she was assured they would not leave her alone. She feels really 

grateful, the help is necessary, and she can feel the impact. “ I never believed that services like this can be so 

affordable and accessible. I thought they are only for someone special or maybe people who can pay.”  She 

described the staff as very nice, soft, gentle to interact with. “Sometimes we sit and talk, and it brings a change in 

my mind and think about nice things. The visits are changing atmosphere in house and help psychologically. No 

recommendations expect the need to continue. 

 

CASE STUDY 5  

Personal data: 

Woman, 73 years old, residing in Ocnita, she is a client of the services. 

Overall situation: 

Former school administrator. She is a widow. Her daughter lives in Italy but she has not seen her in ten years. 

She got offered to come to Italy, but she refused and since then, there has been no contact. Her son suffers from 

alcohol addiction and is in prison. She sometimes sends him apples.   Sometimes her neighbours help (e.g. bring 

clean water) but of the help comes from the centre social worker. 

Services received from the state: 

Has access to family doctor and medical care. She is also in contact with social assistant but rarely.  She was 

refused help from the state for woods as her house is connected to gas. After retirement she worker three 

additional years in a warehouse but her pension was not increased. 

Contact with the centre: 

Her social assistant told her about the centre. She does not need the medical services. At first she was very 

sceptical but the social assistant kept encouraging her. She started going to the centre just take a shower as she 

could not have a proper warm shower in her house. If needed, they check her blood pressure, glucometer, also 

provide pancreatic pills. These are not covered by the health insurance and it would be hard for her to afford. 

Other medication for her heart disease, prescribed by her doctor, she also pays on her own. 

Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 

The centre administrator personally comes to her house and books days with her to come and take the shower 

and wash her clothes. She is usually brought to the centre by car with another lady once per month. The social 

worker goes to the market to bring groceries for her. She has been receiving services for 2 years now. They also 

provided a walker, but she goes nowhere except to take a shower to the centre. Everyone in the centre is very 

helpful, they also offer masks and disinfectants. She feels worried about losing this help, very concerned about 

her future. She is also very worried about the winter.  

 

CASE STUDY 6 

Personal data: 

Woman, 75 years old, residing in Ocnita, originally from Ukraine, she is a client of the services. 

Overall situation: 
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Former factory worker. She is a widow. Her two children live in Russia and call her on the phone. There is no 

transport for them to come. Lives in a shed with no running water. Very little contact with neighbours, says that 

everyone is afraid of COVID. 

Services received from the state: 

She has no contact with state social assistant and has not been to the health centre in the last five years. She 

gets food from social canteen every other day – but this is not from the state but another NGO. 

Contact with the centre: 

The centre administrator came to offer the centre services to her. The administrator brings her to the centre every 

week to wash and shower, wash her clothes. The social worker brings her medication.  

Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 

The centre administrator personally comes to her house and transports her by car. She is very grateful for the 

centre – all is very comfortable, clean. She says the staff are amazing and kind.  She feels very concerned about 

the future and says that if the social worker stops coming, nobody will replace her.  

 

CASE STUDY 7  

Personal data: 

Woman, 71 years old, residing in Balti, originally from Moldova but spent most of her life in Russia. She is a client 

of the services as well as her daughter. 

Overall situation: 

She is a widow and lives with her daughter with severe mental and partial physical disability. She also has a son 

who lives in Russia and visits every few years She has a few relatives in the countryside in Moldova and 

sometimes she goes to visit them.  

Services received from the state: 

She has health insurance and her basic medical needs covered. She does not use any pills on constant basis but 

needs more care for her daughter. Rehabilitation centres are almost non-existent in Moldova, she was taking her 

daughter to Kharkov before for rehabilitation. She was offered a hearing aid for her daughter from the city hall, it 

is now being resolved. 

Contact with the centre: 

She found out about the centre directly from Ms Tamara from AOHC. This was because she was seeking help for 

her daughter. Since then she started also accessing the services for her own needs – pain in the neck, shoulders 

and joints. The have been accessing the services for the past 5 years. The mother once a year for three months 

and the daughter every six months as her case is severe.  

Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 

The pain is now disappearing in case of the mother. The daughter has more strength in her arms and hands. If 

they need to ask questions or need urgent help, the centre staff never refuse. She is very grateful for the service. 

 

CASE STUDY 8  

Personal data: 

Woman, 78 years old, residing in Balti, originally from Moldova. She is a client of the services.   

Overall situation: 
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She is a widow and lives alone. She has a 56-year old daughter who herself is quite ill and cannot offer much 

help. Has severe issues with mobility, has not been to the city centre in 10 years. She lives in an apartment 

building in Balti. She has nice neighbours who say hello, but nobody really helps. Some local shops know her and 

sometimes they deliver the shopping. Her daughter sometimes does her washing and she has no washing 

machine. 

Services received from the state: 

She says she was promised a very good pension from the state which initially was only about 98 lei (in 1998) Now 

she receives about 2400 lei.  She feels disappointed, she was appreciated by medals as work awards during the 

soviet times and now there is little help.  She can’t go to the doctor due to mobility issues. Also, the conversations 

with the doctor were so stressful that she was not motivated to go. The doctor was refusing to write prescriptions, 

so she pays for medication on her own.  She has been trying to request services from the city hall. They came to 

assess her needs and then there was no follow up.  

Contact with the centre: 

She does not remember exactly how she found out about the centre. She asked her doctor to write a reference – 

with some reluctance the doctor did. She initially could not believe it was for free and was sceptical that it was a 

fraud scheme.  

Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 

She only receives services at home for three months on yearly basis, for about five years now, the doctor 

prescribes this once a year. The staff come about 2-3 times a week. The procedures consist of massages with 

special appliances and also magnetic therapy. She feels physically eased and more mobile. She also passes 

information to other women, and she encourages them to access the services as well. She is very grateful for the 

service and hopes she will be able to access it in the future as well. She is thankful that another country is financing 

this when her own government is failing to do so.  

 

CASE STUDY 9 

Personal data: 

Woman, 85 years old, residing in Stefan Voda, originally from Moldova. She is a client of the services.   

Overall situation: 

She is a widow and lives alone. Former economist. She has a son who lives in Russia. He used to visit but due 

to pandemic and the current conflict he has not visited for the past three years. He keeps offering help and she 

refuses. He does support her financially sometimes. Her daughter died young.  Lives in an apartment building in 

Stefan Voda. She suffers from arthritis and other mainly mobility issues, cannot leave her apartment. She has a 

young friend who helps with cleaning her apartment.  

Services received from the state: 

Social assistant from the city hall sometimes comes to check on her and to bring her shopping. Sometimes she 

helps with cleaning.  She has access to primary medicine.  

Contact with the centre: 

She first learned about the centre from her family doctor and later a friend confirmed that these services existed. 

This made her trust the services, initially she was very sceptical. She was  then referred to the centre by her family 

doctor.  

Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 

She started receiving the services not long ago and the three-month period is almost over.  It was medical services 

consisting of magnetic therapy, massages. The staff also bring medication and some general hygienic aids. They 
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proposed that they can take her clothes for washing but as she has a small washing machine, she refused. She 

feels much better now – her hand is moving more than before; the range of movement is better. She also feels 

better in her hip. The staff are very polite, considerate, and always ask questions to find out how she is doing. 

They advised her on how to use certain medications and gave her information which her doctor failed to provide. 

She recommended the service to another friend. She hopes she will be able to access the service again. 

 

CASE STUDY 10  

Personal data: 

Woman, 78years old, residing in Stefan Voda, originally from Moldova. She is a client of the services.   

Overall situation: 

She is a widow and lives alone. Former accountant. She has a son who lives in Germany. He visited her about 7 

months ago and hopefully will again visit in November. He provides some help – e.g. paid for her wood for the 

winter. She also has a daughter but has not heard from her in the past seven years. Lives in a house in Stefan 

Voda.   

Services received from the state: 

She feels her pension is very low and hard to survive on. But she is thankful to the current government who 

increased her pension and also provided some wood for the coming winter. Her heart and blood pressure 

medication is covered by health insurance. She has access to primary medicine. She was never visited by state 

social assistant. 

Contact with the centre: 

She first learned about the centre from her family doctor who referred her.  She has been receiving the services 

for about five years now.  

Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 

In the beginning she was able to go the centre on her own. At first the procedures consisted of magnetic therapy 

and massages so that she would be able to use her hand and improve mobility. Later she started feeling worse 

and the staff offered to come to her house. They help with washing bedsheets, curtains, she is really thankful. For 

about three years, she goes to the centre twice a month to have a bath. She can do some basic hygiene at home 

but not full bath. They also bring her medication to the house. Sometimes the nurse comes with her to the family 

doctor. She says the staff are amazing. They also provide psychological support, hug her when she needs. “It is 

her purpose in life to encourage us, sometimes there are people with whom you can’t find common language. 

When I complain to my family doctor, he tells me „Look at your age, what do you want? “But Marine is always 

encouraging.” She recommends the centre to everyone she knows might need it. She thinks that if it was not for 

this centre, many people would be dead by now.  She is really grateful for the services and for the visit: “You really 

came from the Czech Republic? (cries) Nobody is listening to us here.” 

 

CASE STUDY 11 

Personal data: 

Man, 65 years old, residing in Razine, originally from Moldova. His wife is a client of the services, he is her 

caretaker.  

Overall situation: 

The wife has been immobilised for the past three years. She is 64 years old. She is also in the terminal stage of 

thyroid and breast cancer and unable to speak.  Their children live far. One of their daughters lives with them but 

is unable to help, has health issues. He is a former tractorist and factory worker. The family live in a small two-
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room house in Razine. He keeps working so provide support to the family. Economic situation is hard. The house 

has no running water, no sanitation. The family had to take a loan of 2000 lei to buy a new fridge. 

Services received from the state: 

They receive no services from the state aside from health insurance coverage and access to primary care. The 

family doctor suggested consultations with a specialist in Chisinau but it was impossible for him to bring his wife 

to Chisinau. There is a long list of medications he must buy for his wife which are not covered by health insurance. 

He also buys diapers for her. His wife is not registered for a disability status – he says the process is really long 

and difficult, the status is hard to obtain. 

Contact with the centre: 

They were referred to the centre by their family doctor.  

Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 

The nurses come about 1x2 times a week. They check her blood pressure, clean her, provide basic palliative 

treatment (the wife uses morphine now, he administers daily injections). The nurses are doing their best. 

Whenever I ask for additional help, they come. He is grateful for the services and says there are many villages 

around who have no services at all.  

 

CASE STUDY 12  

Personal data: 

Woman, 60 years old, residing in Carbuna, originally from Moldova. Her parents are clients of the services, she 

is their caretaker.  

Overall situation: 

The mother has been immobilised for four years; in addition, she suffers from Alzheimer disease. The father 

suffers from mental illness. Both parents do not speak. The mother is a domestic violence victim – the father has 

to be kept separately from his wife.   Most of their income goes to buying medication, diapers and food. The 

caretaker used to work in Italy as caregiver, she has experience in this regard and also some savings. She also 

takes care of another elderly lady in the community for free.  She has sisters who live abroad who were able to 

provide a wheelchair for her mother. 

Services received from the state: 

She has applied to be a personal assistant for her mother which would generate some income. The procedure 

took about 1.5 years to complete, it was very long. Plus it was costly – it cost about 10 000 lei. Now she is officially 

paid to be a personal assistant but the sum is very low. It was the state social assistant who suggested this but 

could not give precise information on the procedure. The family doctor was discouraging her from applying. There 

was little support from the social services – in the last four years, they received one pack of 15 diapers. 

Contact with the centre: 

They were referred to the centre by their family doctor.  

Feedback on the accessibility and quality of service: 

The nurses come about 1x2 times a week. They check blood pressure, provide basic medical treatment. They 

have been coming for the past two years. They provide a lot of support to the caretaker – psychological help and 

encouragement. The caretaker feels she has all the necessary skills, also due to her work experience and mainly 

values the psychological support.  
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Annex I: Overview of secondary data used 
 

Source of documents/documents 

World Bank – Fall 2019 MEU Special Focus Note: Social Assistance  Moldova - 
https://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/810281574937601261/Moldova-Special-Focus-Note-Social-Assistance-
November-2019-en.pdf  

Project proposals 

Project logframes 

Interim and yearly project reports 2017 – 2021 

Budgets of projects 

Tender documentations 

Criteria for HC service development 

Contracts signed with LPAs 

Summary of Moldova strategy for 2030 – FAO, https://www.fao.org/faolex/results/details/en/c/LEX-
FAOC191490/  

Study on Social Protection and Social Inclusion in Moldova - Contractor: Institute for Development and Social 
Initiatives “Viitorul”, Chisinau, Moldova, European Commission - 
http://www.civilsocietylibrary.org/CSL/1968/Study-on-Social-Protection-and-Social-Inclusion-in-Moldova  

Home-Based Medical And Social Care Services Assessment In The Republic Of Moldova, Centre of 

Investigations and Consultation “SocioPolis”, 2018 https://sociopolis.md/studiul-english.pdf  
Feasibility Study to improve the social protection system in Moldova - Ing. Linda Maršíková, Mgr. Jiří Zeman, 

Ing. Mgr. Matěj Lejsal,  CzechAid http://www.czechaid.cz/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Feasibility-
Study_social-protection-system-in-Moldova.pdf  
Bilateral Development Cooperation Programme of the Czech Republic and Moldova – 2018-2023 

Statistical Data from National Statistics Bureau - https://statistica.gov.md/index.php?l=en#idc=34&  
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Annex J: Terms of Reference 
 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE CZECH REPULIC 

 

CALLS FOR BIDS 

 

FOR A SMALL-SCALE PUBLIC CONTRACT  

  

Evaluation of two projects IN the priority sector of 

Inclusive social development in Moldova 

 

information ABOUT the CONTRACTING AUTHORITY 

Name:   Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic 

ID:             45769851 

Tax ID:  CZ45769851 

Registered seat: Loretánské náměstí 101/5, Prague 1, 118 00, Czech Republic 

 

The Contracting Authority´s representative competent to decide on matters of substance related to the 

contract and contractual matters: Mgr. Petr Gandalovič, Director, Development Cooperation and 

Humanitarian Aid Department, MFA 

 

The official responsible for the contract awarding procedure: 

Mgr. Josef Oriško, Ph.D., Administrator of Evaluations, Development Cooperation and Humanitarian 

Aid Department, MFA 

E-mail: josef_orisko@mzv.cz and Department’s address ors@mzv.cz 

tel.: +420 224 182 157 or +420 224 182 366. 

 

Description of the public contract (NIPEZ 79998000-6 Services of Professional Advisors) 

The aim of this tender procedure, organized as an open call, is an independent evaluation of two projects 

of the Czech development cooperation programme administered by the Czech Development Agency in 

one of the priority areas Inclusive social development, with focus on health and social services, under 

the name “Evaluation of two projects in the priority sector of Inclusive social development in Moldova.” 

Evaluations of programmes and projects of the Czech Development Cooperation are carried out in 

accordance with the Act No 151/2010 Coll. on the development cooperation and humanitarian aid, the 

Development Cooperation Strategy of the Czech Republic 2018-2030, relevant provisions of the 

Methodology of Development Cooperation, and in this case also in accordance with the Bilateral 

Development Cooperation Programme of the Czech Republic and Moldova 2018 - 2023. 

The evaluation will be carried out according to the internationally recognized OECD-DAC criteria and 

other defined criteria (external presentation and fulfilling of the crosscutting principles of Foreign 

Development Cooperation).  

The conclusions and recommendations should be relevant for future planning and financing of the 

development cooperation in the country and sector. 

The evaluation of the program will take place from April to December 2022 in the Czech Republic and 

in Moldova. 

The evaluation of the program will be carried out based on the following projects:  

mailto:josef_orisko@mzv.cz
mailto:ors@mzv.cz
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Support and Assistance to the Social Sector of Moldova 

Administrator: Czech Development Agency 

Geographic and thematic focus: In the light of the demographic structure of its 

population, Moldova is experiencing rapid ageing of its 

population and an increasing demand for social and 

health services. The aim of the evaluation is to assess 

the effectiveness and verify sustainability, and possibly 

identify lessons learned in terms of development of 

social services in the country and potential transfer of 

experience to similar/follow-up projects.  

Evaluated period:  2017–2020 

Type of Project: Grant 

Implementers: Caritas Czech Republic  

Partners/Co-implementers:  

Total amount spent on the project from 

the budget of Czech Development 

Cooperation programme in the 

evaluated period: 

28 723 618,61 CZK 

 

Ensuring the quality and accessibility of medical-social homecare services in the Republic of 

Moldova 2017-2022  

 

Administrator: Czech Development Agency 

Geographic and thematic focus: The project aims to increase the quality and availability 

of homecare services in Moldova. The project activities 

support the efforts of local NGOs, by developing their 

capacity, to initiate institutional, procedural and 

legislative changes in the public administration in line 

with the needs of elderly people. The project is a follow-

up of the above-mentioned project. It is desirable to 

evaluate an ongoing project, since follow-up actions 

were approved and the evaluation will be a helpful tool 

in preparation of new activities for 2022-2023. 

Evaluated period:  2019–2022 

Type of Project: Grant 

Implementers: Caritas Czech Republic  

Partners/Co-implementers:  

Total amount spent on the project from 

the budget of Czech Development 

Cooperation programme in the 

evaluated period: 

21 049 536 CZK 
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PRINCIPAL STAKEHOLDERS 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic (MFA) is responsible for conceptual management 

of the development cooperation, including programming of its bilateral part and assessing results 

(evaluations). This agenda is administered by the Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Aid 

Department of MFA (DCD), which cooperates with relevant territorial departments of the MFA, with 

Embassies of the Czech Republic abroad and with the Czech Development Agency (CzDA). 

Czech Development Agency (CzDA) has been since 1st January 2008 an implementing agency of the 

Czech development cooperation, in particular managing bilateral development projects and their 

preparation, implementation and monitoring. Selection and implementation of the projects and shaping 

of the grant programmes is based on partner countries´ requests and an agreement with the MFA.   

Embassy of the Czech Republic in Kishinev represents the Czech Republic in Moldova, including the 

development cooperation agenda. Designated diplomatic staff member is authorised to coordinate and 

monitor the development cooperation tasks.  

 

Implementers of the evaluated projects  

 

Caritas Czech Republic 

Reference group 

Together with the contracting authority, the evaluation process will be supervised by an expert 

reference group consisting of representatives of the MFA – DCD and Eeastern Europe Department, 

CzDA, Czech Evaluation Society, Czech Embassy in Kishinev, Ministry of Health and Ministry of  

Communication between the reference group and the contractor will be facilitated by an authorized 

representative of the Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Aid Department. The members of the 

expert reference group have the right, while preserving the impartiality, to comment on the reports 

submitted by the contractor. 

 

Further information about the evaluated projects 

1) Support and Assistance to the Social Sector of Moldova 

 

In the light of the demographic structure of its population, Moldova is experiencing rapid ageing of its 

population and an increasing demand for social and health services. Therefore, project activities should 

support better quality planning and development of a decentralized and deinstitutionalized system for 

the provision of social services and strengthen local providers of those services. The project also aimed 

to create functional tools for the engagement of interns and volunteers and to develop an integrated 

system of social service management at the district and municipal levels by increasing the capacity and 

establishing strategic dialogue among the key actors. The project also included the allocation of small 

grants to local providers of social services in accordance with the newly prepared strategy of social 

protection of four selected regions and modern fundraising activities to provide alternative sources of 

funding. The project specifically focused for example on the home care center Estera in Chisinau which 

provides services to more than 360 clients a year. 

2) Ensuring the quality and accessibility of medical-social homecare services in the Republic of 

Moldova 2019-2022 

The project aims to improve quality and availability of home care services in Moldova. The project 

supports local non-profit organizations in the development of their capacity and preparation of legislative 
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changes in public administration in accordance with the needs of elderly people. The project cooperates 

with member organizations of the association Homecare in order to increase specialist staff’s capacity 

in the provision of quality and available services to citizens. Home care service coverage is increased by 

2 newly opened centers in Vulcănești and Ocnița and by the new equipment of 8 existing centers. As 

part of the project, a concept for a new home care profession and a new methodology for social tariff 

calculation are prepared. Hence the services are becoming more affordable and more locally available 

even to the most vulnerable groups of citizens in remote regions. Partner organizations set up, via the 

project, an expert advocacy group to ensure sustainable and systematic changes. The project engages all 

relevant actors in the non-profit and state sectors and initiates changes at various levels. 

Purpose of the evaluation and further use of results  

The main purpose of this evaluation is to obtain independent, objective and consistent findings, 

conclusions and recommendations which can be utilised in the decision making by MFA, in cooperation 

with CzDA and with other participants, about the future focus and implementation of development 

projects in the evaluated sector, considering the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the 

Bilateral Development Cooperation Programme between the Czech Republic and Moldova 2018-2023.   

Main aim of the evaluation is to gain recommendations for potential replications of this type of project 

in other developing countries including results verification, impact and sustainability of the intervention. 

At the same time, broader recommendations are welcomed on the involvement of public institutions in 

the development cooperation programmes of the Czech Republic and their implementation of 

development projects in the sector Inclusive Social Development. 

The evaluation shall be performed in accordance with the internationally recognised OECD-DAC 

criteria1, i.e. relevance, coherence (incl. coordination and integrated approach), efficiency, effectiveness, 

impact, sustainability (and replication), and other criteria (visibility and fulfilling crosscutting themes of 

the Czech Development Cooperation. Main emphasis will be put on the criteria of purposefulness (of 

individual activities within the projects and program) and sustainability (mainly in terms of capacities 

of local public sector). 

Principal evaluation questions: 

Relevance 

• To what extent were the proposed and achieved outputs of the Projects relevant from the 

perspective of the partner country needs, local conditions and capacities of the country in the sector 

of inclusive social development and from the perspective of the Bilateral Development 

Cooperation Programme of the CR and Moldova?  

Coherence (including coordination and integrated approach) 

• What aspects (achievement of goals, aims, outputs, activities etc.) did or did not contribute to the 

coherence within the sector of inclusive social development in Moldova?  

• Are there any replicable examples of good practices within the evaluated projects or in their 

cooperation with external activities? 

Efficiency 

• To what extent were the individual activities efficiency (in terms of value for money)? 

Effectiveness (Purposefulness) 

• To what extent were the individual activities purposeful? 

                                                 
1 For more information on the OECD-DAC criteria see www.oecd.org/development/evaluation  

http://www.oecd.org/development/evaluation
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Impact and sustainability 

• What main impacts (direct or indirect, intended or unintended) did the Projects have in terms of 

implemented legislative changes, changes in tariffs of social and health insurance (reimbursement 

of provided services by the National Insurance Company of Moldova) and other significant system 

changes? 

• What are the impacts and sustainability of establishing centres of home care after their take-over 

by the local municipalities (in terms of ownership, financing, management, continuous training of 

the staff, fluctuation of staff, interest of the municipalities, role of the Home Care Association, 

cooperation with other stakeholders etc.)? How can the mentioned issues be prevented (especially 

on the side of CzDA) already during the formulation of a project?  

• Based on the achieved outputs of the projects, how can the sustainability of similar activities be 

ensured in future follow-up projects? What other aspects of sustainability should be taken care of? 

• Based on the achieved outputs of the projects and their sustainability, what activities/aspects can 

be considered as suitable for replication/extension/deepening? On what parts of these projects 

should the follow-up projects primarily focus, in terms of sustainable system changes? 

• In case of sustainability of TPC Estera, what are suitable options for a solution? The centre has 

been fully financed by the CzDA until 2021 and nor the implementer, neither HomeCare 

Association have managed to secure other financial resources (only up to 30 % of resources needed 

to keep the centre running). How to avoid such situations in future follow-up projects? 

 

Additional evaluation criteria  

The evaluation will also assess the Project’s visibility (i.e. public presentation of the activities and 

outcomes of the Project among beneficiaries and local partners) and the implementation of the 

crosscutting themes of the Czech Development Cooperation defined in the Development Cooperation 

Strategy of the Czech Republic 2018 – 20302: good (democratic) governance; environment 

(sustainable development); human rights, including gender equality.  

This part of the independent evaluation can be prepared using the certified Methodology for Evaluation 

of Crosscutting Themes in the Czech Development Cooperation prepared by the Institute for 

Evaluations and Social Analyses – INESAN within the OMEGA programme of the Technology Agency 

of the Czech Republic. 

The contractor will proceed in accordance with Section 6 of Act No. 134/2016 Coll. about Public 

Procurements, as amended, during this independent evaluation.  

The contractor will also obey Formal Evaluation Standards of the Czech Evaluation Society, with a 

special focus on professional quality, the specific targeting of the proposal and the feasibility of the 

evaluation methodology. 

 

Recommendations based on the evaluation findings and conclusions  

 The evaluation report should include specific and feasible recommendations with added value (eg. 

recommendations on specific changes in identification, formulation or realization of certain types of 

activities, or recommendations on follow-up measures to increase sustainability), and with level of 

importance, addressed to MFA, CzDA and other involved stakeholders. Such recommendations should 

be adequately supported by specific findings and conclusions, arranged by the main recipient and 

indicating the level of recommendation importance, with indication of suggested measures, time 

                                                 
2 see www.mzv.cz/aid  

http://www.mzv.cz/aid
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prospect, etc. For the purpose of further management and implementation from the addressee´s side, the 

particular recommendations should not be addressed to more recipients.  

The evaluation should focus mainly on recommendations related to the sector of inclusive social 

development and parameters of replication of the evaluated projects within the given sector, it is 

also possible to include system recommendations on realization of evaluations.  

 

Required outputs of the evaluation and deadlines  

• The contracting authority requires the submission of one input evaluation report and one final 

evaluation report, which will subsequently be published on the MFA website. The input report, 

structured according to the attached mandatory outline3, expands in detail on the evaluation 

methodology, describes the sets of evaluation questions and hypotheses formulated on the basis of 

a study of documents and interviews. The input report also contains the schedule of work 

including the evaluation mission abroad and a plan of meetings, interviews, focus groups, 

observations, scientific measurements, surveys, etc. Draft input report must be submitted for 

comments to the expert reference group not later than by 10th July 2022. 

• The input report must be discussed with the contracting authority and the expert reference group 

and submitted both as a bound hardcopy publication and in electronic form, with comments 

incorporated at least 5 days prior to the evaluation mission abroad. 

• The contracting authority requests the submission of one (final) evaluation report, which will be 

subsequently published on the MFA website. 

• Final evaluation report structured according to the attached mandatory outline4 will be a 

maximum of 4 (four) A4 pages of executive summary and a maximum of 25 pages A4 of text. The 

final evaluation report should contain key points of the independent evaluation, including 

summary of main information about the evaluated program, description of the used methodology 

and possible obstacles, summary of main findings, reflection on the main evaluation questions 

and, in particular, the independent findings, conclusions and recommendations. 

• Annexes will provide background data for the Project and for evaluation findings and all additional 

information, quantitative data, models and results of questionnaires, etc. according to the 

evaluation methodology. As part of the processing of sources of verifiable findings, the evaluation 

team will respect the right to privacy of respondents and anonymize the sources of their findings 

according to the Code of Ethics of the Czech Evaluation Society5. 

• The evaluation report shall be elaborated in Czech language (with an English summary) or in 

English language (with a Czech summary). The language selection will be contractually 

confirmed, and it has to be obeyed both in the input and final report. Annexes to the evaluation 

report can be kept in the language, in which they were originally processed.   

• Draft of the final evaluation report in edited version, structured in accordance with the attached 

mandatory outline and with all its annexes, must be submitted to the contracting authority for 

comments by 9th October 2022 (depending on the actual situation related to the conflict in 

Ukraine). The contracting authority will collect comments from the expert reference group and 

pass them on to the evaluation team who is required to process the content related comments (i.e. 

incorporate them into the report, or reject them, with reasons and in writing).  

• The contracting authority expects the evaluation team to present main findings, conclusions and 

recommendations of evaluation report at a public presentation with discussion organised by the 

                                                 
3 see annexes 
4 see annexes 
5 see www.czecheval.cz 
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Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Aid Department of the MFA. The presented report 

will already reflect comments and suggestions of expert reference group, implementers and local 

partners. Any additional major observations arising from the presentation with discussion will be 

incorporated as a separate annex to the final version of the report. The date of presentation will be 

mutually agreed sufficiently in advance. Prior to the presentation, the evaluation team shall send a 

visual outline of the presentation (PowerPoint) to the contracting authority for approval at least 2 

working days before public presentation at MFA. 

• The final evaluation report must be submitted to the contracting authority by 4th December 

2022 (depending on the actual situation related to the conflict in Ukraine). The final evaluation 

report will subsequently be published on the MFA website. The final evaluation report must be 

delivered to the contracting authority in a hardcopy, i.e. as one bound copy and in electronic 

form on a CD/DVD/USB. 

 

Further instructions for bidders 

• Initial meeting of the evaluation team with the contracting authority and the reference group will 

be held at the beginning of the evaluation. At the meeting, the overall timeline and process of 

evaluation will be specified and available sources and contacts of stakeholders will be shared.  

• In the course of the evaluation, the team will conduct interviews with representatives of the MFA, 

CzDA, Embassies, implementers of the Project, and possibly with representatives of beneficiaries 

and partner organizations (and other respondents if needed). 

• During the evaluation, the contractor can ask for a briefing with the expert reference group for 

discussing the preliminary findings, conclusions and recommendations. A presentation from this 

briefing will be also added to the annexes of the final report. 

 

Publication of the call and submission of bids 

The public contract will be awarded through an open bidding procedure. The call for bids will be 

published on the MFA website on 28 March 2022.  

Bids shall be based on relevant documentation concerning the project that is to be evaluated. Requests 

for the supporting documentation shall be sent by e-mail to the organizer of the contract award 

procedure: josef_orisko@mzv.cz and in copy to ors@mzv.cz 

The deadline for receipt of bids is 15th April 2022, 15:00 (CET). 

 

Bids must be submitted as recorded delivery mail or delivered personally both in paper and electronic 

form on a data storage device (CD ROM or USB flash) to the following address:  

Ministerstvo zahraničních věcí ČR 

Odbor rozvojové spolupráce a humanitární pomoci 

Loretánské náměstí 101/5, 118 00 Praha 1 

 

Bids must be submitted in a sealed envelope marked as follows:  

• bidder´s full name (or business name) and address; 

• NOTE: veřejná zakázka – Neotevírat – ihned předat ORS – VYHODNOCENÍ DVOU 

PROJEKTŮ PROGRAMU ZRS V PRIORITNÍM SEKTORU INKLUZIVNÍ SOCIÁLNÍ 

ROZVOJ V MOLDAVSKU 

Bids submitted through other channels (e.g. by data box or e-mail); bids delivered to another address 

and/or bids submitted after the deadline will be rejected.  

mailto:ors@mzv.cz
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Bid is considered as submitted by recorded delivery mail according to the date and time registered by 

the mailroom of the contracting authority – Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Bid may be submitted personally on working days from Monday to Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

(CET) at the reception of the MFA building (see address above). Bid is considered as submitted at the 

moment of its physical takeover by responsible employee of the contracting authority.  

Bids may be submitted in Czech, Slovak or English language, Bids submitted in other languages will 

not be accepted.  

The MFA reserves the right to reject bids that do not completely meet all the requirements set out in 

this Call for Bids. 

Bidders are not entitled to any compensation for costs associated with participation in this Call 

for Bids. Any issuance costs associated with the submission of bids shall be borne fully by the bidders 

at their expense. With the exception of bids submitted after the deadline, the bids will not be returned 

and will remain with the contracting authority as a part of the tender documentation for this public 

contract. 

Requests for additional information concerning this public contract procedure must be delivered 

to e-mail contact: josef_orisko@mzv.cz and in copy to e-mail: ors@mzv.cz no later than 8th April 

2022, 23:59 (CET). 

 

Evaluation team 

The evaluation may be carried out by a team of independent experts (one of them being the team leader 

responsible for all provided services to the contracting authority) or by a legal entity with the appropriate 

team of experts (one of them being the team responsible for communication with the contracting 

authority). 

The contracting authority regards an optimal evaluation team to be composed of 2-4 experts, including 

the main evaluator (an expert on evaluation methods, with overall responsibility for entire evaluation 

process and reporting); expert/s with proficiency in the sector of social work, and local and junior 

member/s (if needed). The inclusion of local expert/s from the target country is appropriate. 

The expert team may be complemented by other members (e.g. survey´s interviewers, administrators, 

experts involved in the evaluation or control of data, etc.). 

Bids must include the following: 

• Proposal of procedure of the evaluation, taking into account the evaluation questions; 

description of proposed evaluation methods (detailed description of a methodology specifically 

designed for the evaluation of the projects of Czech Development Cooperation, with emphasis 

on the links between project and program level ); timeline of evaluation work, including schedule 

of the evaluation mission to Moldova. 

• Composition of the evaluation team, i.e. names, contacts (e-mail, phone number) and field of 

expertise, definition of each team member’s role and time dedication, participation in the 

mission to Moldova and planned role in the evaluation reports elaboration; 

• Structured CVs of the evaluation team experts, with clear and specific information on their 

education, expertise and experience relevant to this evaluation; 

• Statutory declaration on fulfilment of the qualification requirements (see below) signed by 

authorized representative or all members of the evaluation team; prior to signing the contract, the 

bidder must be able to demonstrate fulfilment with applicable documents/certificates; in the case 

of foreign evaluation team the fulfilment can be proved by analogous foreign education and 

experience; 
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• Statutory declaration of independence signed by all members of the evaluation team (see 

annexes). All persons, or members of a legal entity, must meet all the following independence 

conditions, concurrently and unequivocally, and must sign the statutory declaration of 

independence.  

• Bid price stated both excluding and including VAT (non-VAT payers must quote the price 

without the VAT and state that they are non-VAT payers). The anticipated total cost of this public 

contract is within an indicative range of 300,000 – 450,000 CZK excl. VAT6;  

• The completed Evaluation budget table (see annex). Bidders should note that before paying the 

cost of this public contract, the MFA will request a statement of the costs actually incurred, 

broken down by the items of the total evaluation budget. In justified cases, and after prior 

approval from the MFA, the evaluation team may be allowed to transfer funds between budget 

items to a maximum level of 10 per cent of the total evaluation budget whilst maintaining the 

total bid price unchanged. If the total expenditure is in reality less than that budgeted in the bid 

submitted to the tender, the MFA will reduce the final sum payable by this difference. If on the 

other hand the actual costs are higher than those budgeted in the bid, such additional amount will 

not be paid by the contracting authority; 

• Extract from the Commercial Register or, where applicable, Extract from the Trade Register 

if the bidder (entity submitting the offer) is registered, or an extract from another similar register 

proving legal status and specialization. The extract will be presented in a plain copy and should 

not be older than 90 days. 

• Statutory Declaration of Truthfulness of the information stated in the bid (see annex). 

 

Qualification requirements for Evaluation Team Experts 

• Completed higher education - all evaluation team experts; 

• Knowledge of English and Romanian or Russian (min. B2 or interpreter at disposal in the 

field); 

• At least 4 years of professional experience in the area of evaluation - all evaluation team 

experts, except for junior members 

• Past record of participation in at least one comprehensive evaluation of results of a project, 

programme or similar intervention - all evaluation team experts, except for local and junior 

members; 

• Completed at least one training course or higher education course on evaluation or 

project/program cycle management or results-based management; or a past record of 

performing an evaluation as part of thesis/dissertation work at a higher education institution, 

provided that the thesis/dissertation was successfully accomplished - all evaluation team experts, 

except for local and junior members 

• Qualification requirements may also be proved by the references of the legal entity submitting 

the offer or by the references of the natural persons who will implement the subject of the 

procurement. 

                                                 
6 This tender is announced pursuant to Act No. 134/2016 Coll. about Public Procurements as a small-scale public procurement with an 

estimated value up to 500 000 CZK, excl. VAT. The contracting authority, however, does not intend this indicative range to serve as a 

strict definition of either a minimum or a maximum price. The bid price must cover all of the evaluation team’s costs, i.e. the time spent 

working in the office (document analysis, report writing, the incorporation of comments), the cost of the evaluation mission to the partner 

country (the remuneration of team members, local transportation, accommodation, meals), the remuneration of team members for time 

spent on the final presentation, etc. 
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Conditions of Independence of Evaluation Team Members 

• None of the evaluation team members has been involved in the implementation of the evaluated 

projects or preparation and realization of parallel proposals at any stage, nor will they participate 

in the year of evaluation or the following year. 

• None of the evaluation team members is an employee or external associate of the projects’ gestor, 

nor had he been during the period of the preparation and implementation of the evaluated 

projects; none of the evaluation team members is an employee or external associate of the 

projects´ implementers, nor had he been during the period of the preparation and implementation 

of the evaluated projects. 

 

Bid assessment criteria (0 to 100 scoring scale) 

 

The main assessment criterion will be value for money.  

The sub-criteria will be as follows: 

1. Lowest Bid Price (excluding the VAT): 0-40 points 

Maximum (40) points will be awarded for the lowest Bid Price. The remaining bids will be scored 

as follows: /lowest bid price/ x /40 points/: /bid price currently under assessment/ = /points awarded 

to the bid under assessment/. 

2. Professional quality, relevance (specific targeting) and feasibility of the proposed 

evaluation methodology, including timetable, work plan and distribution of tasks within the 

team: 0-30 points  

The highest points will be awarded to a bid that best elaborates on combining evaluation criteria of 

the OECD/DAC, the evaluation questions and the proposed methods – usually in the form of 

evaluation questions matrix, method for acquirement of data and information and triangulation of 

data, etc. – and at the same time presents the theoretical framework of proposed methods and their 

limitations. Strict compliance with the outline of the evaluation report and logical connections 

between findings, conclusions and recommendations with the stipulated evaluation questions is 

expected.   

An optimal methodology will define a timetable of work and the division of tasks and competences 

within the team. These procedures must be proposed realistically. It is expected, that the evaluations 

will be based on the Formal Evaluation Standards of the Czech Evaluation Society. Emphasis will 

be placed on professional quality, the specific targeting of the proposal and the feasibility of the 

evaluation methodology, and in accordance with Section 6 of Act No. 134/2016 Coll. about 

Public Procurements, as amended, i.e. respecting the principles of socially and environmentally 

responsible and innovative approach. 

3. Expertise and previous experience of the team with evaluations: 0-20 points 

The highest points will be awarded to an evaluation team offering optimal combined expertise in the 

field of evaluations of development projects and areas related to the evaluated projects and sector of 

inclusive social development. “Expertise” means a combination of theoretical knowledge and 

professional experience. In case the team has expertise in related fields, part of the points will be 

awarded for the depth, breadth and transferability of such knowledge. The team’s expertise and 

experience in the relevant sector will be assessed on the basis of supporting documents enclosed with 

the bid. 

 

4. Previous experience of the team in the field of development cooperation: 0-10 points  
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The maximum points belong to the participant whose expert team together can demonstrably offer 

extensive experience in the field of international cooperation, especially in the field of development 

cooperation, global themes and related awareness raising, and thus within conceptual, research or 

practical work. Experience from the implementation or evaluation of national and international 

cooperation in the sector of social work in Moldova is an advantage. 

The criteria 2 – 4 will be assessed on the basis of the bid documentation.  

The highest number of points awarded for criteria 2 – 4 may be less than the maximum stated above. 

The points are awarded by an expert assessment board.  

The bid awarded by the highest number of points, summing all above-mentioned criteria points, and 

meeting all requirements defined by this Call for Bids will be considered the most economically 

advantageous bid. 

Assessment of bids  

Bids received before stipulated deadline will be opened by a board for bids opening. The board will 

check each bid for compliance with formal requirements of the contract award procedure. Qualifying 

bids will be presented to the assessment board for assessment against the above-mentioned criteria. 

This Board will select the best bid in accordance with the valid Status and Rules of Procedure of the 

assessment board in the selection procedure of MFA in the foreign development cooperation and 

humanitarian aid area. 

Once the result of the assessment is approved by the MFA, all bidders will be notified about the result 

without undue delay. 

Contract 

Following the result of the selection of the best bid, the MFA will enter with the selected bidder into a 

Contract of Mandate for evaluation. The Contract will be concluded based on Section 2430 of Act No. 

89/2012, the Civil Code, as amended. It will include a clause in which the parties agree that the 

information contained in the Contract of Mandate and any amendments thereto will not be regarded by 

the parties as a business secret in terms of Section 504 of Act No. 89/2012, the Civil Code as amended, 

and that the parties give their unconditional consent to the disclosure and/or publication of such 

information namely in accordance with Act No. 106/1999 concerning free access to information as 

amended. A checklist of the requirements related to this public contract must be included in an annex to 

the Contract of Mandate. 

Final provisions  

The MFA will not return any documentation of the bids received on the basis of this announcement, 

except the bids received after the stipulated deadline. The MFA reserves the right to change the bidding 

terms and conditions at any time or to cancel the tender without giving any reason7. 

Annexes: 

Statutory declaration of independence (mandatory part of a bid) 

Statutory declaration of truthfulness (mandatory part of a bid) 

Specimen of Evaluation Budget table (mandatory part of a bid)  

Mandatory outline of input evaluation report  

Mandatory outline of final evaluation report   

 

                                                 
7 See Act No. 89/2012, the Civil Code (Part 6 – Public tender and selection of the best bid).  
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Annex K: Comments and suggestions of the reference group, implementers, 
and how they have been processed by the evaluation team 

 
# Comments 

Author of comment, section of the report 

Response 

 Czech Development Agency 

1 Page ii, Executive Summary, Most important findings and 

conclusions 

The key challenge is not having different budgets for social and 

medical services (this is the same in CZ), but rather the fact that 

social services have extremely insufficient budget that is 

distributed via LPAs' general budget and there are no 

obligations to use this budget for social services, nor there are 

sufficient guidelines/trainings/knowledge of LPAs on how to 

manage and plan a budget or how to get additional/external 

financing (e.g. donors, humanitarian assistance, etc.). 

Another key challenge is a lack of collaboration between state 

actors on social affairs. 

A system reform is underway to change financing of social 

services, and this is something that CAN BE supported by 

development cooperation. So, an opposite of the statement 

mentioned. 

The text was changed to: 

Further strengthening and supporting the members of UCSP 

as well as supporting the planned system reform may address 

the key challenges. 

The key challenges were further elaborated in the report to 

reflect this comment.  

Supporting system reform was also added to the 

recommendations. 

2 Page ii, Executive Summary, Most important findings and 

conclusions 

Supported sustainability how? The centres are not financially 

supported, the ministries allowed for accreditation of services 

etc, but this is not linked to sustainability as there is no budget 

for social services... 

Text was changed to:  

Cooperation with the relevant Ministries from the onset of 

Czech homecare interventions enhanced internal system 

coherence as location of all centres was consulted at all 

relevant levels and training content was also approved by the 

Ministries.   

3 Page ii, Executive Summary, Most important findings and 

conclusions 

This is the only way how to finance social services in Moldova 

so it is rather a prerequisite than a good practice... 

The text was changed to: 

The clarity of conditions for establishing new centres, 

commitment needed as well as financial participation of local 

public authorities were secured from the start - the team 

identified examples of other projects implemented in the social 

sector where this was not ensured and led to closure after exit 

of the donor. 

4 Page ii, Executive Summary, Most important findings and 

conclusions 

The key challenge is not having different budgets for social and 

medical services (this is the same in CZ), but rather the fact that 

social services have extremely insufficient budget that is 

distributed via LPAs' general budget and there are no 

obligations to use this budget for social services, nor there are 

sufficient guidelines/trainings/knowledge of LPAs on how to 

manage and plan a budget or how to get additional/external 

financing (e.g. donors, humanitarian assistance, etc.). 

Text was changed to: 

Further strengthening and supporting the members of UCSP 

as well as supporting the planned system reform may address 

the key challenges posed by insufficient collaboration and 

communication among state actors on social affairs. 

Supporting the state reform was also included in the 

recommendations.  
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Another key challenge is a lack of collaboration between state 

actors on social affairs. 

A system reform is underway to change financing of social 

services and this is sth that CAN BE supported by development 

cooperation. So an opposite of the statement mentioned. 

5 Page iii., Executive Summary, Most important findings and 

conclusions 

Staff turnover where? CzDA has no information on staff 

turnover, rather the opposite. Could you elaborate? 

Text added: 

(Particularly at MLSP.) 

6 Page iii, Executive Summary, Most important findings and 

conclusions 

Could you elaborate on this? It might show gaps in the system 

that could be addressed by future projects and collaboration 

with the ministries/government. 

The factors are further elaborated in chapter 4.4.2. Due to 

page limit of executive summary the text was not added.  

7 Page iv, Executive Summary, Most important findings and 

conclusions 

Rather high? Isn't this a contradiction to what is written above 

(and in this chapter)? It clearly shows that the sustainability of 

the centres is almost non-existent.  

That is also why we wanted the evaluation to focus on this 

issue, to possibly identify solutions or good practices in 

supporting the sustainability of the centres. 

The rating of sustainability was changed to rather low. 

8 Page iv Executive Summary, Recommendations 

Yes, but only medical services, not social, this should be 

clarified. 

The text was changed to: 

Expanding the services of the centres may not only create 

access to these services in the neediest rural communities but, 

in the long term, it could also enhance the chances of the 

medical services to be contracted by the National Health 

Insurance Company. 

9 Page 4: Key stakeholders 

TPC Estera belongs to AO Homecare so is not really a separate 

stakeholder 

TPC Estera was deleted from the key stakeholder list 

10 Page 4: Key stakeholders 

Why is ANAS not mentioned as a stakeholder? It also plays 

important part 

ANAS was initially contacted by the evaluation team – in a 

follow up call, as there was no response to an email sent, the 

director said that they have nothing to say about the topic of 

homecare and the projects. Furthermore, they also said that 

they focus more on children and one-off material assistance.   

Caritas representatives also stated that they did not 

collaborate with ANAS though they intended on doing that. The 

reason given was that ANAS was at the time of launching 

projects in a stage of development and later their focus was on 

different topics (reportedly also due to limited human 

resources on the side of ANAS).  

11 Page 5, Chapter 2.2. 

Use correct shortcut, MHLSP no longer exists. 

This was corrected in the document and further checked. 
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12 Page 5, Chapter 2.3 

This is mostly dependent on whether CzDA keeps financing AO 

Homecare via other projects or not. So objectively, the 

probability is not very high. 

AOHC has significantly diversified its donor portfolio and has 

raised 2/3 of its annual budget in 2022. It is thus able to support 

the centres from previous projects (Taul, Balti, Stefan Voda) 

using resources from other donors and fundraising campaigns. 

One exception is the provision of additional equipment such as 

therapeutical and medical equipment for use in the centres, 

which was financed from the last two projects. The evaluation 

team maintains that the probability is high. Please refer to the 

table under the footnote 17 for review in chapter 4.6.1. 

13 Page 5, Chapter 2.3. 

Correct, have you found out the source of financing for this? 

The table with additional resources of AOH is provided in 

footnote 17 in chapter 4.6.1. 

14 Page 5, Chapter 2.3. 

Seriously? 

The text referred to input assumptions, also stated in the 

project logframe. This does not imply that no major political or 

economic crisis is not taking place.  

The text was removed.  

15 Page 5, Chapter 3.2. 

fully 

As per the data from AOH, they were able to raise 2/3rds of 

Estera budget for 2022. This means that they were only 

partially supported by CZDA. 

16 Page 7, Chapter 3.3.  

The most important key limitation was lack of field evaluation 

with only 2 weeks spent in Moldova. In-depth analysis of the 

sector is not possible with only 2 weeks spent in the field.  

Furthermore, not all stakeholders were included in the 

evaluation (ANAS, mun. of Chisinau, LPAs).  

Besides, social inclusion is also emotionally difficult sector (esp. 

when in the field, interviews with beneficiaries, etc.) and it is 

clearly visible from this report that evaluators were 

overwhelmed from such a short visit to focus on other issues 

than relevance and necessity of such projects (which without a 

doubt is present in Moldova). 

The two-week period in the field was included in the approved 

inception phase (input report). The length of the mission was 

planned as per available budget. In-depth analysis of the 

sector was not part of the TOR. 

LPAs were included in the evaluation, as apparent from the 

text of the evaluation report. Both ANAS as well as Municipality 

of Chisinau were contacted for an evaluation interview but the 

requests were turned down due to lack of relevance (ANAS) 

or ignored.  

The evaluation team focused on answering the evaluation 

questions from the approved evaluation matrix. The interviews 

with beneficiaries as well as the evaluation schedule were 

provided for comments in the draft inception report. No 

comments on the schedule were received. The evaluation 

proceeded in accordance with the approved Inception Report. 

The visits to the beneficiaries itself did not consume a 

significant amount of time during field data collection, 

interviews with LPAs and staff centers were prioritized in the 

planning.  

17 Page 8, Chapter 4.1.1. 

Is this source from 2009 relevant in 2022? 

The information was deleted and instead replaced by 

information from National Bureau of Statistics of the Republic 

of Moldova (NBS) from 2022. 

18 Page 8, Chapter 4.1.1. 

This is the same as in CZ and other developed countries so 

maybe rephrase. 

Rephrased as “administered separately” – the word “still” 

deleted.  

19 Page 9, Chapter 4.1.1. Text added: 
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Ofc there is a need for more services, but the main issue is 

ownership of such developed services by the main state actors 

and their financing (leading to sustainability) as well as the very 

limited capacity of local stakeholders to take on development of 

new services, not willingness of the donors (!). 

Another gap only partly addressed by the interventions is the 

fact that social services have extremely insufficient budget that 

is distributed via LPAs' general budget and there are no 

obligations to use this budget for social services, nor there are 

sufficient guidelines for LPAs on how to manage and plan a 

budget or how to get additional or external financing. There is 

also a lack of collaboration between state actors on social 

affairs. 

20 Page 10, Chapter 4.2.1. 

Disagree, various and multi-level financing is not exceptional, 

as mentioned above. Lack of cooperation between main state 

actors as well as lack of willingness and capacities to 

collaborate on national reforms are more crucial obstacles.   

 

 

 

 

What is the role of ANAS? This is not mentioned at all in this 

chapter. 

This was reformulated in the text: 

Advocacy and involvement of USCP in this regard has been 

very strong and well understood but the different sources of 

funding for these services are viewed by majority of the 

interviewed stakeholders as a key obstacle for integration. 

Lack of effective communication and willingness to collaborate 

among the relevant ministries (with frequent reason being 

stated as separate budgets and budgetary levels) was also 

found as a challenge. 

The role of ANAS as well as their involvement in the evaluation 

were addressed above in responses # 10 and # 16 

21 Page 10, Chapter 4.2.1. 

Could you elaborate on this? What pilot project? 

The text was elaborated: 

The Standards for integrated services, developed as pilot 

initiative to integrate the services by USCP NGOs and 

currently implemented by CASMED, were only approved as a 

pilot project by Ministry of Labour and Social Protection but are 

currently being not followed up on by the Ministry. However, 

USCP plans to present the results of the pilot phase to MLPS 

in 2023 to continue the promotion of the standards and support 

the argument of having the services integrated.  

22 Page 10. Chapter 4.2.1. 

Correct but due to delays in the project, this is after all not being 

implemented. 

The standards were approved by the MLSP in 2021 followed 

by approval of the occupational curricula in 2022. No 

information about delay in implementation was identified 

during data collection. 

23 Page 10, Chapter 4.2.2.  

Again, what sustainability…? 

This is a reported view of the Czech Embassy, not the finding 

of the evaluation as apparent from the text. 

24 Page 10, Chapter 4.3.1.  

Correct but have you checked this? This should have been 

evaluated not taken over from project reports. 

Moreover, only procurement of equipment is being 'evaluated' 

here, what about the purchase of building for TPC Estera? Or 

other costs from the projects, e.g. comparison of personal and 

management costs, sub-deliveries and direct costs at the place 

of implementation? Is there a possibility to manage the costs 

more efficiently? 

Source of analysis was stated in the evaluation matrix provided 

for comment along with the input report. No comments were 

received, the evaluation followed the approved evaluation 

matrix.  

The additional information requested in the comment was not 

asked, it was not included in the approved evaluation matrix.  
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25 Page 11, Chapter 4.3.1. 

Do you know the reason for this? This is an important finding 

for us.  

The text was further elaborated: 

This is due to the fact that the staff worked full time when 

financed by CZDA and currently only work 50% of their time in 

the centre. 

26 Page 11, Chapter 4.3.1.  

Same as above, do you know the reason for this? What allowed 

for such an increase after the handover of the centre? 

The text was further elaborated: 

Clients now know about the centre and they also trust the 

services. Furthermore, the centre actively collaborates with 

state social assistants who are now conducting the home visits 

and the centre staff focus mainly on in-centre services. 

27 Page 11, Chapter 4.3.1.  

There were many more CzDA's monitoring visits since 2019. 

How are monitoring visits relevant to efficiency - value for 

money? 

The team was able to identify from available documents 

provided for this evaluation two monitoring visits from CzDA 

during 2018-2019. The visit in 2022 was not included as it 

happened after data collection for the evaluation was 

completed. We can provide the full number if CZDA kindly 

sends an overview of all monitoring visits in the given period.  

The question on monitoring was included in the evaluation 

matrix, section on efficiency which was provided for comment 

along with input report. No comment has been received.  

28 Page 11, Chapter 4.3.1.  

This exactly should be part of this evaluation. Why has the tariff 

increased? Is it still increasing or what is the trend? 

Additional information was requested, and the following text 

was added: 

The USCP NGOs believe that there is a strong attribution from 

their part as an assessment of the real costs versus cost 

coverage was conducted by them and the results were then 

provided to Ministry of Health and NMIC. Furthermore, the 

NMIC reviews the cost on annual basis and also considers 

current inflation during this review. 

29 Page 14, Chapter 4.4.1.  

This is the first time ANAS as an actor in social assistance is 

mentioned... 

The role of ANAS as well as their involvement in the evaluation 

were addressed above in responses # 10 and # 15.   

30 Page 16, Chapter 4.4.1.  

From the table above it is evident that in 2021, although the 

number of providers remains similar, the number of visits has 

grown and the contracted and paid out amount almost doubled 

which should have resulted in more services being offered 

(although probably by the same providers) and more 

beneficiaries reached - is this the case? 

+ again, it would be important to know why the tariff has 

increased. 

 
 

The comment sounds logical but the team does not have data 

from the all the contracted providers to fully assess this. Based 

on information from the field data collection, the increase is not 

felt at all, even by medical institutions. One USCP NGO, who 

is also contracted by NMIC stated that only 1 out of 5 people 

in need of their services have access to these in the region this 

provider covers. Furthermore, the number of visits allocated to 

them (72) does not cover the needs of those, who need visits 

on daily or more frequent basis. The text was elaborated with 

this information.  

31 Page 16, Chapter 4.4.2. 

It would be great to mention concrete actions taken/activities 

completed here, for future reference/replication. 

The text was further elaborated: 
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Cooperation among USCP NGOs – not competition for funds 

- which increased the chance of success when working with 

state level institutions.   

High level of dedication of staff in the centres – good initial 

selection of staff, focus on human centred approach while 

working with the staff, focus on team functionality and 

developing good personal relations. Also, frequent motivation 

actions – informal meetings, certificates of appreciation, 

providing some opportunities to increase their income through 

other projects, frequent and practical training of 

32 Page 18, Chapter 4.6.1. 

This clearly shows almost non-existent sustainability after the 

project finishes (that needs to be strengthened) so classifying 

sustainability as overall rather high is not correct. 

The rating of sustainability was changed to rather low. 

33 Page 19, Chapter 4.6.2. 

The only source of information used to evaluate the situation 

with TPC Estera is reports submitted by implementer to CzDA. 

So what is the added value of this evaluation to us? We already 

know this... 

Additional information was requested, and the following text 

was added with a reference to a numeric table in the footnote 

(17) 

In 2022, AOHC has raised 2/3 of the annual budget for Estera 

(CZDA provided the last 1/3rd) and continues to diversify the 

donor portfolio. It is thus able to continue supporting the 

centres using resources other than CZDA. 

34 Page 20, Chapter 4.6.3. 

The below are the only good practices regarding sustainability 

identified? What about activities in the projects or trainings 

provided to staff and the ability (if it exists) to seek other 

funds…? Has this been evaluated in regard to sustainability? 

The text was further elaborated: 

Continuous focus on team building, motivation and well-being 

of the staff (trainings on burnout, informal and friendly 

atmosphere, open communication, developing close 

relations) 

At the moment centres’ staff do not have the ability and skills 

to identify other sources of funds or to write a project 

proposal, with the exception of the manager of the Rebecca 

centre in Balti.  

35 Page 20, Chapter 4.6.3.  

What is meant by high sustainability potential?  

The text was further elaborated: 

this means high need of services, understanding of the LPAs 

of this high need and ability to address the needs at least 

partly. 

36 Page 21, Chapter 5 

This chapter only repeats what was already written so far so 

please se my comments and questions above. 

Chapter 5 (Conclusions) was revised and adapted as per the 

comments above.  

37 Page 25, Chapter 6.1.  

This should be rated as 1 as it is an important aspect of 

sustainability. 

The degree of priority was changed to 1.  
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Annex L: Checklist of mandatory requirements of the evaluation contract 
 

General conditions Fulfilled Date if relevant  

Application of min. three evaluation methods x   

Submission of input evaluation report x 11.07.2022  

Evaluation mission in Moldova x 01 – 12.08. 2022  

Financial reporting x   

Submission of Draft of final evaluation report x 16.10.2022  

Settlement of Comments x 29.11.2022  

Public presentation of evaluation report x   

Submission of final evaluation report x 02.12.2022  

Documentation    

Input report structured according to the mandatory outline x   

Mandatory Annexes to the Input report x   

Acronyms and abbreviations x   

List of reviewed documents and other secondary sources x   

Interviews and discussions conducted during the inception phase x   

Draft schedule for mission to BiH x   

Draft evaluation matrix x   

Final report structured according to the mandatory outline x   

Mandatory Annexes to the Final report x   

Executive summary in Czech x   

Acronyms and abbreviations x   

Evaluation matrix x   

Bibliography x   

Interviews and group discussions x   

Questionnaires x   

Summary of the major results of interviews, focus groups with key respondents x   

Evaluation of individual crosscutting themes x   

Terms of Reference x   

Settlement of comments from the Reference Group, Administrator and Implementers  x   

Checklist of mandatory requirements of the evaluation contract x   

Selection of photos and Conclusions from field survey in Bogusici x   

Presentation of the evaluation results x   

 


